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What kind of inovemen t 
/ . 

Jesse Jackson building? 
The strong sho wing of the Jackson campaign in 

the Democratic primaries Sf1.ys something about the 
political climate~·· His success is to a large part 
based on his appea:l to the discontented and down
trodden. 

Jackson says he is for. the little fish against 
the big barracudas. This has won a response 
a.mong workers, poor people, blacks, and other 'op
pressed nationalities. This is a si~n of the depths 
of feeling against the' corporati.ons and their plant 
closings and take backs. It's a sign of resentment 
at the cutbacks, neglect and racist oppression on 
the part of the government. It's a sign that, the 
masses are sick and tired of Reaganism and its 
Democratic Party imitations. 

The fact that a black man has won primaries 
and caucuses from the Deep South to Michigan and 
Vermont also says something. Among some blacks 
and others. the fact that a black candidate has 
been doing So well has generated interest and even 

More news from Nicaragua 

The' June issue of the Workers' Advocate 
carried a front page article "Sollqarity with the 
Nicaraguan workers' movement" and articles on 
the construction workers strike, the Arias plan, 
and continued U.S. aggression against Nicaragua. 

This issue of the SuPPlement contains articles 
from Prensa Proletart.a, voice of the/' Marxist
Leninist Party of Nicaragua, (MAP-ML), on the 
strike movetnent and the dangers of the Arias plan. 

enthusias m. The votes for Jackson among the 
wo.rking people in general is a message of rejection 
of the knee-jerk bigotry preached by the ruling 
class. 

These things have their significance. At the 
same time, it must be kept in mind just who Jesse 

'Jackson is and what his campaign stands tor. 
Jackson is a big-time politician of the Democratic 
Party, a party of the big barracudas just Uk~ 'the 
Republican Party. His campaign platform is. not 

. for workers' struggle. It is not for militant mass 
action against racism and imperialism. It's a pie
in-the-sky platform, embroidered with the elec
tion-year promises that the liberal Democrats have 
been offering up sirice the days of Roosevelt. 

No class conscious worker, no anti-racist 
I 
fighter, no revolutionary- minded person can afford 
to close his or her eyes' to these realities of the 
Jackson campaign. 

Continued. on page 16 
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\ 
. Background to the PoBsh strikes . \ 

IT IS CAPITALIST 'MARKET SOCIALISM' WHICH IS RUINING THE POLISH WORKERS 
c 

I 
The new rich quickly adopt the life-style of the' 

European upper crust. In winter they ski in the 
Alps. In summer they loll on the Riviera. They 
drive BMW's and" wear jewelry by Gucci. Their; 
children attend special private schools. Their' 
provisions are purchased at specialty stores selling 
imported goods.' They thumb their noses at the 
workers, who are' tieing hit by rising ,prices, over
work and layoff~. 

Sound familiar? Does it sound like the new 
millionaires on wan Street, yucking ,it up while 
workers and poor people suffer under the Reagan
ite'capitalist offensive?, Actually this is also the 
life-style of the new wealthy in Poland. 

This is the other side of the saine picture tha,t 
has meant the gr9wing poverty of the Polish work
ers. And it is capitalism which is responsible' for 
this~ Today's growing class inequa;ttty in Poland is 
being accelerated by the very same Western-style 
economic reforms that the U.S~ government ,and 
media are so enthusiastic about. , 

They tell' us that Poland is a socialist society 
which needs capitalism to survive. But that is a 
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lie. Poland is already a capitalist country, but a 
state capitalist one run by revisionists who make a, 
mockery of Marxism. This means that a wealthy 
class of bureaucrats, and managers rule, running 
most of the econodty as one huge corpo'l·ation. At 
the same time, large sections of the eoono my, such 
as agriculture, are in p'riv!ite hands. 

PoUsh state capitalism has long been gripped by 
severe econo mic crisis,' and the response of the 
bureaucrats in power has been a ~ive towards 
more typically capitalist structures. T,he capitalist 
ref.orms .carried out by the Jaruzelski government 
will push Poland even faster in this direction. But 
they ""ill not, solve Poiand's economic problemsj 
they will only increase the burqen on the ,workers 
while enriching the capitalists, bureaucrats and 
foreign bankers. 

The strikeS this spring represent an attempt by 
the workers to defend themselves in the face of a 
harsh economic offensive. 

Reforms to Extend 'Market SoclaHsm' 

A new package of capitalist reforms was 
adopted this lal)t winter by the Jaruzelski regime. , 
, Poland owes over $30 billion to Western banks, 

and the· International Monetary Fund has been 
pushing Jaruzelski to impose ever deeper austerity 
on the Polish masses in order to make payments on 
the loans. The IMF and Western imperialism as a 
whole are among the main forces I;lushing for 
stepped-up capitalist reforms in Poland. 

• A major part of the new reforms is breakup 
of the national banking system. The effect' of this 
will be to allow room for private finance capital to 

, grow and playa much gre~ter role in the econo
In y--lending to private enterprises, borro wIng 
fro m toreign· banks, trading in for.eign currencies,' 
etc. 

• Another important step is to require state-, 
owned enterprises to decl~e bankruptcy and close 
up shop i:( they operate at a loss. This will mean ." ' wider un~mployment, as some of the largest enter-
prises" such as the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk, do 
not currently make a profit. 

• The government is slashing-government sub
sidies in public housing and transportation and a
bolishing some rent control. This mO\ie is. respon
si):>le for. much of the recent surge in prices. The 
government is also slashing funds for public in-

. stttutions such as schools, hospitals, etc. 
• How are workers supposed to keep up with 



rising prices? They aren't. The reformS also 
stipulate wage controls. Wage' raises are to be 
linked only to productivity g8ins, so that workers 
must first sweat blood before they can gain an 
extra few cents' an hour in the attempt to make up 
for inflation. !O-, ' 

* But don't worry, the Polish bourgeoisie ha~ 
come up with 'a marvelous idea for saving the 
workers from poverty. Now workers will be' 
eligible to: buy shares of stock in the company 
they work for! We all know what a wonderfut 
safety 'net this has been. fo'r saving American' 
workers from the effects of !-ising pr~ces andun-
employment. . . 

'Solidarity' Leaders Support 
the Capitalist Reforms 
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recen~ strike~ wave. At the s~me time, they, op
pose strikes 'and basic economic demands of the 
: workers, such ,as cost-of-living adjustments. They 
see these things as sabotaging the move towar,d 
greater "marketizati!ln" • 

. The ,church leadership also plays th'e same role. 
And the Jaruzelski government has been agreeing 
to giv~ it a role in the policy-'making process. So 
far they have been reluctant to make ,a place for 
Solidarity, since it is so closely tied in workers' 

, \ 

minds with- the strike struggle. But there are in"' 
creasing signs of government moves towards open
ing ties with Solidarity leaders like Lech Walesa 
and Gere mek. 

Many Polish workers have in the recent past 
looked to the, Solidarity trade union as the opposi
tion to the government's austerity.' This is linked' . 
to the fact that Solidarity ,emerged in.198.o out of 
that year's massive strike wave, against price hikes. 

In short, the Solidari,ty leaders and the Catholic 
Church are co mpletely hypocritical in speaking for 
the workers. They are, in essence, the' political 
representatives of private capitalist interests who 
merely want to use the workers' struggle as' a 
means to pressure for po wer sharing. 

The Enemy Is Capitalism 

The top ieaders of Solidarity, however~ were 
never loyal to the workers' interests. They hook
ed up with Western imperialism and were close to 
the Catholic church hierarchy--which isa defender 
of capitalism, not the working class. The Solidar
ity leaders were not interested in. pursuing the 
workers' struggle but in getting a share of power 
from the revisionis~ bureaucrats. 

This has, beco me more and more apparent. In
creasingly the Solidarity lea<;lers have given up 
talking much about workers' rights. They are 
among the foremost advQcates of "marketization'-
of opening up free capitalist markets in all spheres 
of the economy. In 1985 Solidarity leaders adopted' 

'a program 'calling for a thoroughgoing market 
economy with a stockmarket and privat~ owner
ship of industry. , 

And they are fully aware that thi,s means 
greater inequality and exploitation. The'Solidarity 
leaders' stand lias become so extreme that last 
year Ryszard Bugaj, one of their key advisers fro m 
1981, complained that the underground Solidarity 
press was- supporting such pro-,market positions 
that one would n~ver know it was a, union press 
"if not for the union bug at the top"! " 

With this stand, the Solidarity leaders could not 
oppose Jaruze.lski's reform program., And they 
aren't. Presently. they are trying to work out a 
deal with Jaruzelski in whIch they will help imple
ment the austerity ~easures if Jaruzelski accepts 
them as a partner in govern:ment policy making.' . 
And this is what. Solidarity tried to raise'in the 

\ 

. I 

, 'Thus a' social pact among the capitalist elite"'
the revisionist bureaucrats, the church and,Solidar

, ity leaders--is in the making. In the short term; 
, Polish workers may despair w,hen they realize the 
treachery of those who th'ey hav.e placed hopes in. 

,-

But thissHuation may well ;help the' workers break 
out· of the pro-capitalist influences of Solidarity 
and the church. With the betrayal of' Solidarity 
becoming more· open than ever, the workers wlll 
have to look for a better alternative." 

That alternative . is an independent workers' 
movement; one that has the perspective 0:(' fighting 
towards proletarian socialism. 

The, building of such a movement requires, 
above all, recognition that the prc;>blems or Polish 
workers come not from SOCialism, but from capital- \ 
ifj'~' Theil" problems come from a state capit!J.list· 
regime which merely parades as workers' rule •. 
Their problems corne from the demands of the IMF,' 
the tool of the capitalist l.vestern banks, which de .. 
nfands harsh austerity and capitalist reforms to pay 
off Poland's huge debt burden. And their proble'ns 
co me fro in. the pressure of private capital inside 
Poland, which wants room to grow further by lean
ing heavier on workers' backs. 

The Polish workers will have to overco me the 
prejudi~es agaInst socialism and communism that 
have been created by the cdmi~al betrayal of the 
false commuriists. There will be more twists and 
turns in this tortuous road, but this is the onYy 
road out of capitalist and revisionis,t, misery. <> 

J 

"'1 
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A GLIMPSE AT WHAT THE NICARAGUAN; CQNSTRUCTION WORKERS ARE FIGHTING ABOUT 

Tge April '88 issue of Prensa Proletarla, voice 
of the Marxist-Leninist Party of Nicaragua 
(MAP..,.ML), carr,ied an article descl1.bing tJ}.e 1988 
"Catalog of Consolidated Norms" that the Sandinis
tas wish to impose on the construction workers to 
replace the 1983 ver1;lion. . 

It points out that the document claims the cur
rent wage of a construction. worker is 3,000 cor
dobas. It says that "the workers cannot believe it, 
because it is so high". It has nothing to do with 
what they actually earn and is equal to "the 
monthly salary of six workers who earn minimum 
wage". 

What are the actual wage rates given in the 
1988 Catalog? 

It puts skilled workers, the so-called "officials" 
(bricklayers, carpenters and assemblers), at scale 8 
where the wage is 41 cordobas and 21 centavos per 
day. 

The other construction workers are at scale 4, 
with 26 cordobas and 8 centavos per_ day. This is 
just barely above the absolute minimum wage. 

'. It is not just Prensa Proletarla which calls this 
. a starvation wage. Barricada International has the 
gall to denounce the construction workers as labor 
aristocrats (do they dare compare how these work
ers live and how the Sandinista officials or the 

-"patriotic bourgeoisie" live?), and then in the same 
article admits that: 

"Since the economic reform was 
decreed, ... a family of six with two 
working 'members on the lowest rungs of 
the scale finds itdHficult to survive." 
(May 5, 1988, p. 17, emphasis added) 

The unskilled construction.. workers ar~ at these 
lowest rungs, while the skilled ones aren't too 
much better. 

Comparing 1983 and 1988 Wages . 

Of course, what a cordoba buys 'isn't too 
familiar for an American reader. But Prensa Pro
letarla also gives comparisons to previous construc-
tion worker wages. . . 

"In 1983 you had to carry almc,>st six 
bags of cement to be able to buy a pop. 
Today, you have to carry 100 bags for 
the same pop! 

"Under the 1983 Catalog, a helper 
who loaded, moved, and unloaded sand 

. less than 20 mete.rs received 8 cordobas 
and 14 centavos per cubic meter of sand. 
In the present Catalog; he earns 3 .!!or-

dpbas and 26 centavos. At the relative 
prices, this worker in 1983 could buy a 

_ little over five pops per cubic meter of 
sand. Today he must move 3, cubic' _ 
meters for ONE pop! \ 

"In the case of-the 'officials', the 
pay in 1983 was '83 centavos per block 
of cement laid down_. Today it pays 19 
centavos, .... " 

Furthermolle,_ the article says the J,988 Catalog 
removes the separate compensation for work tools 
(scaffolds, levellers, sights and knives). Previous
ly, in the 1983 Catalog, the tools were paid for in 
addition to th~ basic wage. 

Job Combination 

The Catal0g also introduces' crushing job com
bination. Prensa Proletarla points out: 

"The consolidation considers as one 
singl~ _operation what is really the sum 
of many. So the management, in group
ing many activities into one, is refusing 
to properly pay those workers who have 
been rooked by the consolidation. 

"To co mply 10'0% with the norms set 
by the Ministry of. construction, the 
workers have to work 10-12 hours a dlj.y, 
without interruption, to accomplish work 

-that only counts as eight hours." 

Inflation 

The Catalog also doesn't protect the workers 
from the rampant inflation triple digit inflation in 
Nicaragua. The article points out: 

"We can increase the pay per block 
of cement la\d down to one cordoba. At 
this time, if the 'official' lays down 40 
blocks, -he will earn one pound of meat. 
But if the price of meat' rises to 100 
cordobas per- pound, the 'official' must 
lay dow~,'-not forty, but 100 blocks. 

"This is the famous struggle between 
the' chained ox (wages) and· the free 
tiger (prices)." 

The article says: _ 
"The Catalog keeps the wages down, 

while the prices take off. It's necessary 
to have a mechanism that will-keep ad
justing the rates in the Catalog in ac
cordance with the increase in the 
prices." -<> 
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From the Nicaraguan Workers' Press:' 
. SOME BASIC CRITERIA ON THE STRIKE AS AN INSTRUMENT OF STRUGGLE 

From the April 1988 issue of Prensa P.roletaria, 
voice of :the Marxist-Leninist Party of Nicaragua 
(MAP-NIL). Translated by the Workers' Advocate 
staff. 

Under the present conditions, the strike not 
only is a mechanismof the rights of the workers' 
movement, but an. irreplaceable mechanism of 
deeds, given the character of the government's 
crisis policy, which increases the superexploitation 
of the workforce and therefore demands firm reply 
and resistance by the workers' movement. 

Throughout almost -nine years of power of the 
Sandinista petty bourgeoisie (already the explicit 
political 'expression of the so-called patriotic bour
geoisie), the administrative and legal petitions have 
been beco mlng exhausted, establishing the vital ne
cessity of more advanced expressions of the 
workers' demands. 

This mechanism has to be well handled, org-an
ized, taken up consciously by the' workers' move
ment, and the Party ,must do the maximum to 
achieve an organized and class handling of the 
strike. Particular attention of the workers' move
ment is the struggle .against the manipulations of 
the right-wing forces, interested in, mounting on 
the back of the legitimate demands of the workers, 
but for the purpose of disorganizing them and 
utilizing them. for their counterrevolutionary ends., 

For the Marxist-Leninists, the ,workers' strikes 
directed against the effeC'ts of the economic policy. 
of: the Sandinista government, strikes which de
mand better wages, reduction of work standards 
and, in the mOst advanced way, oppose the class 
logic of the econo mic policy, of the Sandinista 
government, are objectively revolutionary. The 
party must work hard so that in the future they 
may be subjectively revolutionary. 

MAP-ML, therefore, supports every strike that' 
confronts this class logic in the econo mic and 
labor policies, 'and we carry otft unity in action 
with the forces that are moving in this same 
direction, to the point that tit no time do we' 
renounce vehemently oppos~g the direction that 
Sandinism and COSEPism [COSEP is the Superior, 
Council of Private Enterprise, the organization of 
the top capitalists] exercise or may exercise over 
the workers' movement, nor do we renounce ther 
struggle against the opportunist and right-wing 
manipulations which, in the middle of serious con-

'flicts, normally break out when the proletariat is ' 
weak or not very clear on its objectives~ 

By the character of the monetary'reform and 
the whole of the Sandinista government's crisis 
policy, the class confrontation was unleashed, sinc~ 
the bourgeoisie' ~s much as Sandinism need· to ex
asperate the workers' movement to the maximum 
in order to later force it to ,negotiate in disad
vantageous conditions. This is the political mo'
ment in which the bourgeoisie and £andinism 
would take the opportunity to conclude a nego
tiation, an explicit social pact ill which the work
ers' movement, in ·a precarious situation, would 
make deep and enormous co.ncessions in exchange 
for light concessions from the bourgeoisie and 
Sandinism. The government's package' of economic 
measures has this political-economic objective. 

The conditions for opening the class conscious-
. ness of the workers, the organizing experiences 
that the strike movements leave behind, generate 
conditions favorable for agitation and for improv
ing the Party's links with the workers' movement. 
We have the obligation to accompany and to put, 
ourselves in the front of the workers' struggles, 
agitating, in the struggle for demands and politi
cizing these struggles so that, the workers ,can be 
oriented towards the private bosses and the state 
bosses, as two opponents to confront every.time 
necessary in the daily struggles~ 

I We. must fight firmly to imbue the strike. 
movement with the stamp of class independence' 
against the state and the forces of the so-called 
private enterprise. 

Our strategy is to stimulate the polittcal and 
trade union rupture of these worker nucleuses with 
the bosses', Sandinistas' and COSEP leaderships, 
sho wing that none of them can ,represent the 
workers' interests, but all respond, in the final a
nalysis, to the same class logic. 

Therefore, the Marxist-Leninist Party of Nicara
gua and Frente Obrero [trade union center as

>sociated with the MLPN] will insist on the plan 
of struggle against the monetary reform, will COh

tinue' agitating in' favor of unity of action, . and 
{politicizing the strike move!1lent in oPPosition to 
·the right opportunist manipulation. ' 

We, must raise the class character of the strike 
'movement of the workers, firmly defending its in
:dependence in. regard to the state of the so-called 
patriotic bOUrgeoisie and in regard to the bourrJ'eois 
'forces in their entirety. . C> <> 

. I 
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'l'he Nicaraguan Workers Press on the Trade Unions 

From Prensa Proletar1a, voice of the Marxist- defense of a line of. clasS' independence of the 
Leninist Party of Nicaragua (MAP-ML), April proletariat, as much in defiance of the private 
1988, where' it appeared 'under the title "The CPT bosses as'in defiance 'Of the Sandinista gQvernment. 
and the Frente Obrero". The CPT is the trade MAP-ML and Frente Obrero represent the pro
union coalition of the right-wing and revisionist, ., letarian line in the fa,ce of the bourgeoisie and 
uni(;ms, - with its main unions ,being ,!evisionist the Sandinista petty bourgeoisie. ' 
unions. ' Frente Obrero is the union center of the This is the reason why CUS, CTN', GAUS, CGT 
MLPN •. These are. t~e two. poles ,that lie. ou:tside h~ve 'ref~sed to have .~nity in acti?n w:ith Frente 
the offlCial Sandlnlsta UnlO'ns. The arhcle has Obrero, 'smce these Unlon centrals historIcally have, 
been translated by the Workers' Advocate staff. played games with the bosses, be they private or 

'; 

The Permanent Congress of Totlers, (CPT) has' 
refused to accept the participation in this trade 
union congloqleration of Frente Obrero (Workers 
Front or FO); the trade union fede~at,ion led by 
the Marxist-Leninist Par,ty. ' 

Since its founding' in 1974, Frente Obrero has 
been waging a broad and profound struggle in the 
heart of the workers' movement and has be£m clear , -
iri declaring its socialist perspective and its 'ad-
herence to Marxism-Leninism. 

FrenteObrero was the, only organiza:tion ex
pelled from the [body that became the] State 
Council before the State Council, which ,emerged 
after 1979, was: set up. , 

state. 
, Thus, the workers' movement apparently would 

be in a dilemma: must it choose between the 
union force~' that support the state bosses (such as 
the CST, the A'PC) or the fotces that support the 
private bosses and COSEP (such as CUS, CTN, 
CAUS and. CGT)? [COSEP is the Superior council 
~f Priva~e Enterprise, an organization of the top 
papi talists.;] 

, FO w~ accused of being an ul:tra-/lef1;ist organ- ' 
ization and of being "sympathetic to. Mao Zedong" 
and suffered other political-ideological "attacks" in 
one of the most ~erocious campaigns launched in 
,late 1979 and early 1980 against the workers~ 

Obviou~ly, the workers' movement can not 
resign itself to choosing only between two yokes: 
it -has to 'liberate itself from every boss' yoke. 
The CPT, by agreeing to amalgamate itself with 
[the grouping of] fourteen - rightist-opportunist 
parties, has exposed its real political objective. 
Its role is, on the base of the justness, correct
ness, ,and revolutionariness of the workers' struggle 
for demands of the workers, to smuggle in political 
slogans which serve the rightist forces to achieve 
a so<?ial bas'e and in that case, divert the struggle 
towards their, counterrevolutionary, pleas. 

Thus, the CPT is, converting itself'into a trade 
union tail of the fourteen rightist-opportunist po
litical parties, just as the, CST is the union tail of 
the Sandinista petty bourgeoisie, representing the 
so-:calle'd patriotic bourge6isie. 

movement. 
At that time, the CST, the ATC, the CAUS, the 

CTN, the CGT and th~ CUS applaUded the use of 
S andinista mobs, the closing 0 f the daily paper EI. 
Pueblo, 'the campaigns 'on the radio and television 
and in, the press, and the impriS'Oning of over 200 
activists and leaders linked to MAP-ML ,and Frente 
Obrero. [EI l\ueblo is a revolutionary newspaper 
associated with the MLPN. The initials refer to 
the various labor federations in Nicaragua. The 
CST is the Sandinista union center. The ATC is 
the Sandinista peasant organization. The CAU'S is 
the revisionist Comt;nunist Party's union center~ 
The CTN is the Catholic union. The CGT is the 
revisionist, Socialist Party's union center. And 
dUS is the pro-imperialist AFL-CIO-style' unio!1 
center.] 

All these trade union centrals applauded the 
repression against Frente Obrero. 

Hard work has been necessary to rebuild the 
political work of MAP-M'L and the trade union 
work of Frente Obrero, [which has been]' in 

There are two bosses' forces fighting' for influ
el'l;ce and hegemony on the workmg class--the im
mense r~volutionary force which co mprises the 
Nicaraguan proletariat and the workers' movement 

_ ',in: general. 
The working class must liberate itself from the 

two bosses' trends and build its own class force, 
independent of' Sandinis m and of COSEPism. 

It is possible to expel both from the workers' 
'movement: to'repudiate the bo~ses dressed up as 
Sandinista re.volutionaries and to expel the bosses 
who hide under the cloaks of the fourteen right
ist-opportunist political parties. 

Let the workers'struggle for demands gather 
together- only the genuine fo):"ces of the workers 
and the class-- struggle! 

Let a single movement grow in thef!}ruggle, a 
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real class 'current that successfully carries out itE; remove the'· manipulation of' the rightist-oppor
just struggles,' in orcfer to be in a position to tunist' forces .to whom it is giving opportunity. 
confront the iron labor' policy and anti-worker The [sectarianism]. of the CPT. against the left 
repression of the Sandinista government and to (refusing unity in ·action with Frente Obrero and 
confront the maneuvers and manipulations. of the approaching the right)' must be eliminated. The 

. reactionary forces tied to COSEPism and, the struggle for demands must be revolutionary and 
Coordinadora. [The "Democratic Coordinator" is a therefore must take up those demands confronting 
grouping of the pro-contra, right-wing opposition.] , both the Sandinista bosses and' the capitalist 

In particular, the, CPT must encourage more', bosses. <> 
popular support for the workers' demands.and must 

from the NicaragUan Workers' Pi'ess: 
WORKERS: SOMOCISr." HAS RISEN AGAlN~ •• 

THE STRUGGLE IS NOT OVER 

Below is the lead article from the April 19.88 the last days before "uly 19, 1979. This cowardly 
issue of Prensa Proletaria, voice of the Marx- way of dealing with the revolution, throwing away 
ist-Leninist Party of Nicaragua (formerly MAP-ML). rifles and uniforms, resulted in the security of life 
In the early days after the revolution, in accbrd- for this r,epressive, reactionary force. For im
ance with the Punt arenas agreements, the Sandinis- perialism, and for the bourgeois reaction, it was 
tas ruled jointly with the bourgeoisie and jointly.. not difficult to, reconstruct it, rearm 'it, give it 
broke unions and s~ppressed the workers. Thel-! new rifles, uniforms, and new salaries. The 
negotiations under' t~e Arias plan aim at re~toring Somo-cist guard, an appendage of imperialism, could 
this coalition in a new form. t rebuild' itself like salamanders [lizards] -- which 

.... The FSLN has made ~ turn in the country and 
in our own history. It is going in reverse and 
arriving, after a long and costly journey, at the 
original point of departure. " 

Now, according to this "vanguard" [the San
dinista leadership], the result is that the class 
forces hit by the popular insurrection, the forces 
that· enslaved us for more than 45 years, the' 
forces that exploited, oppressed, alienated, and 
prostitut~d us, are ~ppearing as liberators, e!Dan-
ci.Qators. . 

S andfrnism arrived in' -1988, at the southern 
frontier [iri 'Sapoa, for negotiations]--arriving 
from Managua--, when !lfter July 19, 1979, it had 
arrived in Managua :trom the souther~ frontier. 
We [tne Nicaraguan t.,oilers] arefinis'hing wpere 
we started, with. the difference that now "f'{e are· 
fewer, not only' ,because thousands have fallen 
these nine years,' giving their lives to sustain a 
revolutionary possibility, but alsQ because a few· 
were won over by the force~ 'of restoration. If the 
operation of taking the National Palace in 1978 
had the slogan "Death to Somocism," the' slogan 01 
Sapoa should have been '''Long Live Somocism." 

And, .in eff\3ct, Somocism has. revived. The 
bourgeois Somocista guard could survive the insur
rection, . disbanding itself in .a co wardly way in· 

. lose their· tails, but not their heads" in order to , , 
,'save their lives.. . , 

The FSLN took as a trophy the tail of the 
I salamander, to exhibit it as proof that the 
. salamander was dead, that the workers and peas
\ants were in power. Until the salamander bega,n 
:,to wreak havoc.again. . ' 

The FSLN made it so that the workers and 
'peasants thought it would be enough to have the 
isalamander's' tail as a trophy. The FSLN tried to 
,make these genuinely revolutionary forces think 
~that the bourgeoisie was defeated, that 'socialism 
~\'as being built, that we had entered the land of 
l'milk and honey"; as they say in their slogans. 
.~ If the enemy were liquidated, where did the 
,workers' demands come from, the'taking of fac
tories at the end of 1979 and beginning of 1980? 
Where did these peasant land seizures co me fro rn 
~n the middle of 1980?' These were ultra-left 
torces, Maoist forces, obscure forces who were 
playing the· game of imperialism, according to 'the 
~andinistas. The FSLN forcibly repressed the 
t,ol'ces of the left in such a brutal way that the 
part of the left [MAP/ML], valiant, which did not 

i give up the banners of proletarian revolution, was 
.~: strategically weakened. Another part I the revi
: ... ~ionist partie~ such as the pro-S~iet "Communist" 
, ~:arty and the more Eurocornmunist-style "Socialist" 

p,{lrty), owing to its vacillations and opportunist 
~. . 
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past, could not find any other solution than to . 
seek political alliances with retarding backwards 
forces, or at least forces that were decelerating 
the revolution. We are now' seeing the result: 
some are fighting .like Leonidas in the Thermopylae 
[nx>untain pass in Greece where, in 480 B.C., led 
by Leonidas who died in the battle, a handful of 
Spartans held 'off the vast forces of the Persian 
empire]. Others are fighting "for the vital inter
ests of the country", advocating that the sala-

cmander occupy the space that the people cleared 
wltb their blood,' sweat and tears. It is a 
colinterrevolution. 

A revolution in reverse, like the force of the 
tides, which instead of pushing outward, abuses 
from the inside. The heroes became the villains, 
and the villains, the heroes. With a very int€(rest
ing particular characteristic: the elements of the 
bourgeoisie which made political alliances' with the 
FSLN for it& taking of power, which exercised 
power alongside Sandinism at' the base" of this al-. . 

, fiance (as chiefs of militias, as presidents of the 
central ba}lk, as magistrates) became chiefs in the' 
[contra] force which pressured' the FSLN with 
arms not to make agreements with the workers and· 
peasants, {not to join together with the toilers] 
for the cause of the proletarian revolution in Nic
aragua. These are the same personages with 
which the FSLN has realized a new alliance/pact 
at Sapoa, signing a political compromise to contin
ue 'repressirig ~ven further the worker-peasant 
forces of the revolution in Nicaragua, in exchange 
for' the acknowledgment that, in their turn, the 
counterrevolutionary torces have given th~ San
dinista government its legitimacy. A new pact, 
similar to the one of Puntarenas, Costa Rica, in, 
1979, through which Sandinista third partyism 
[Ortega's tl:lird faction of the FSLN that was the 
most active section of the Sandinistas, in building 
an alliance with the bourgeois opposition, and 
which came to dominate the FSLN from this time 
on,] initiated its campaign of liquidation of the 
revolutionary fo-rces of the workers and peasants. 

While on March 22, in front of MITRAB [the 
Labor Ministry], the declassed "turbas" of the CST' 
tried to provoke and assault the brave cons~ruction 
strikers, and prepared their 1,000 tricks for not 
answering the demands of the striking workers, the 
government was dialoging, negotiating with, and 
giving concessions to resurrected Somocism. This 
will be the model which will take our history in 
reverse. The contra leaders will return and t1tey 
\yill accuse as rebels, extremists, enemies of peace, 

'provocateurs, and agents of imperialism, the 
workers, who continue to try to lift their faces 
from the ground and to reclaim, with class firm
ness" their rights, de mands, daily struggles, and 
more. Sandinism,as at the end of '79 and begin-

!. 

ning of '80, will not give any other solution except 
to join up with these forces. [Sandinism ruled in 
coalition with these forces at that time.J It al
ready has; it has' been doing it for nine years un
der the cover of revolution, telling the super-ex
ploited workers, poorly f~d, in rags, without their 
own political rights, that this is the spciety they 
fought for in their program, that this is the so
cialist society that they instinctively strive for. 
Meanwhile, Pellas [Nicaraguan millionaire who lives 
in Miami while the Sandinistas send him profits 
from his Nicaraguan enterprises] drinks the work
ers' sweat, transformed into dollars in Miami. The 
now-named "Dr. Calero", Mister Coca-cola, -a 
genocidal murderer whom Somoza himsel! held 
dear, will go campaigning for the National Dialogue 
mounted by Sandinism, to decide democratically,'by 
vote of the majority, pow to grab hold of the 
workers to make'them produce more, [how to make 
therol accept this as their definitive destiny, and 
the Sandinista state and the private owners will 
"divide up their clothes." -- Workers, Somocism has 
revived! The struggle is not over. . 

We must not be content with getting the tail, 
in the next few battles, of the salamander. We 
must destroy the salamander. 

The road of this new struggle is long and dif
ficul~. It is costly as well. But it is a 
life-and-death question, because one cannot live, as 
the priests are fond of saying, with the wolf ly'ing 
down next to' the lamb. 

Today, more than ever, the workers' hands 
must take up the class banners more firmly, with 
m9re decision, with more energy. Today, more 

, than ever, we mus~ all push to get our rights. To 
cut at this society like the sculptor doe~ the 
stone, until' we have given it the form and the 
content of the workers and peasants. Strengthen 
the unions and political organizations of the 
workers. Don't 'give an inch in the struggles and) 
advance as much as possible in the face of the 
compromises which the Sandinistas' and contras 
keep signing against the wor'kers. -

Make demands to the government in the wage 
struggle, for the abolition pf the Labor Code, for 
the workers' freedom of expression, in union or
gani;z;ation and mobilization, ~ .the workplac'e, and 

, for political rights of the workers, and in the 
agrarianreiorm, all the gains -which are now in 
question • 

. We must· build up from small to big the work
er-peasant forces of (he Nicaraguan revolution. 
We must raise the workers' option in the revolu
tion. 

Sapoa has demonstrated what Sandinism could 
not avoid admitting: Only the workers and peas
ants. will go all the way to the end. Only their 

~: ·organized force wil,l win the triumph. . <> 
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On the recent right-wing coup attempt, in Guatemala: 
DEMOCRACY REMAINS A' DEAD LEtTER IN GUATEMALA 

The Reagan administration 19ves to brag about 
how it is allegedly helping to bring democracy to 
Central America. Why has Reagan launched the 

, '" dirty contra war against Nicaragua? For de.moc-
racy." Why is the U.S. sending hundreds of mil
lions of dollars to the death-squad reg~mes in EI 
Salvador and Honduras? For "democ.racyll, of 
course! 

Likewise for Guate mala. Ever since the Cerezo 
regime came to power in 1986, the Reaganites have 
been crowing about "democratization", in Guatemala. 
After all, the Christian-Democrat Cerezo was the 
first civilian ruler in Guatemala after three 
decades of almost continuous military dictatorship. 
Cerezo pr9mised to restore "human rights" and 
curb ~he military and death squads who killed or 
"disappeared" tens of thousands of government op
ponents in the :real'S of military rule. 

But the events of the past month and a 'half , 
have shown once again that talk of democracy in 
Guatemala is a fraud. Cerezo is just a figurehead 
for the continuing reign of terror by the ex
ploiters. 'Freedom depends on which class rules. 
As long as the pro-U.S. exploiters are in power, 
,whether in uniform or out, the masses will remain 
blee,ding and oppressed. \ 

Cerezo Supports the Generals 

In May a section of the armed forces, dis
gruntled by some of Cerezo's policies, attempted to 
bring him down in a coup. From this one might 
imagine that Cerezo was taking serious measures 
against' the- military. Far from it. In fact Cerezo 
has given the military a free h!1nd to c,ontinue to, 
run roughshod over the masses. 

Under Cerezo the army has continued its war 
()f murder and terror against the anti-government 
masses. In Cerezo's first year in power an es
timated 700 people were assassinated. Today the 
rate of murder and "disappe'arances" is higher than 
it was in the last year of military rule. 

Cerezo's government has whitewashed the terror 
of the army. It portrays the wave of assassin a
tions as simply a rise iil "co mmon crime". 'As 
well, the army was allowed to implement a 
self-amnesty. for its savagery committed ,before 
1981>. Some of the most notorious military officers 
have even been elevated to key government posts. 

What ,Was Behind the Coup Attempt! 

But despite Cerezo's support for the military, a 
,section of the army was upset with him. There' 
were differences over how best to crush the 
strikes, protests and arrrled anti-government forces. 
Cerezo agreed with the military that repression 
was needed. But he wanted to combine this with, 
efforts ~o get the reformists in the anti-govern~ 
ment opposition to reconcile with the regime 
through negotiations. ' 

To this end four members of the reformistop
position group, the United Representation of the 
Guatemalan Opposition (RUOG), were' a1l9wed to 
return from exile, for a visit on April 18. ' The re
formists refused to apply for amnesty,' as CereZO 
'Wanted, but Cerezo finally agreed to let them back 
anyway. But, trying to please the ultra-fascist of"'; 
ficers, Cerezo changed his mind. , Thus when the' 
RUOG members landed in Guatemala City, they 
were met by 400 police and arrestep. Under pres-, ' 
sure 'of mass protest, the RUOG members were 
soon released, staying a wee~ in Guata mala. 

'The RUOG visit was the spark that set off the 
revolt in the military. . On May 11' troops from 
two battalions marched on the capital, Guatemala 
City. The attempted coup quickly collapsed,how
ever, when army units in the capitalfaned to 
join the revolt. ' , 

Despite the, coup attempt, Cerezo's "civilian" 
government !it first decl~red there 'WOUld be no 
punishment for the mutinous officers. Eventually, 
however, a few of them were arrested., 'After all, 

. they had expressed the desire to overthro w 'the 
military command as w~ll as Cerezo. ' 

Another Exposure of the Arias ,Plan 

, RUOG visited Guatemala ,as a part oftl;l.e Arias 
plan. It regarded the visit as a success. But what 
di,d it actually sho w? They suffered arrest at the' 
airport, and later a coup attempt broke out against 
the government. , This fiasco came straight frO,1.1 
the Arias peace plan. It calls on the people to 
rely on the goodwill of th'e pro-U.S. regimes tq 
bring about democracy and pro$perity. 

RUOG's brief visit to Guatemala didn't mark 
any change in the situation in Guatemala. The 
brutal repression of the masses continues. Even 
reformist conciliators like RUOG are subject, to 



" 
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repression at the regime's whim. 
Meanwhile the murderous right wing remains 

free to terrorize the masses and even try' and 
topple Cerezo. 

"nIe M&.sses Need Revolution 

J ' 

The Arias plan can't reconcile the interests of 
the oppressor and the oppressed. The liberation of 
the working people of Guate'mala can only be won 
through the revolntionary overthrow of the regime 
O'! the exploiters and the smashing of the armed 
forces of repression. <> 

WORLD IN STRUGGLE 

STRIKE WAVE IN NIGERIA 

" A big,str1ke wave rolled through Nigeria in late 
April. The strikes began as a protest against an 
increase in fuel prices,; This was imposed by the 
capitalist government to meet austerity demands of 
the International Monetary J!'und, the club of the 

. world's imperialist bankers. ' 
After security forces killed several strikers In ' 

the city of JoB, the movement grew further, fueled 
by outrage against government brutality. On April 
18 five industrial unions struck to protest the kill~ 
ings. Students also joined the protests, and the 
government closed schools and universities. to try 
and quash the protests." 

On April 24 the govern ment banned all further 
demonstrations. Nonetheless on April 30 transport 
workers, in and around the capital city, Lagos, 
went on strike and disrupted traffic. <> 

Despite reformist electoral plans of 
aocIal-democratic SP and revlslonist CP 

INDUSTRIAL STRIKES IN FRANCE 

Industrial workers in France have waged sev
eraj strikes this spring. They took place despite
the fears of the reformist Socialist and Communist 
Parti,es that the strikes would, adversely affect 
their fortunes in the French preSidential elections. 

Two truck plants owned by Ohausson (jointly 
owned by Peugeot and Renault) were 'shut down by 
a strike of 1,500 workers for five weeks., The 

.iNNs; 

workers won a pay, raise and bonus. 
Four thousand aircraft workers went on strike 

at three plants of SNECMA, the state-owned 
aircraft engine maker. Tools were also put down 
by the 5,000 workers producing Michelin tires in 
,Clerrnont-Ferrand. 

At the end of May SNECMA threatened to 
divert production to 'its partner, General Electric 
of the U.S. The strike was ended under this p~es
sure, but the workers are expected to continue 
random one- or two-hour work stoppages., <> 

BRITISH SEAMEN VOW TO CARRY ON STRIKE 

Dover, Britain. At a mass meeting in late May 
I' ' 

1,000 seamen~mployed by P&O European Ferry Co. 
vow~d to continue their fifteen-week-old strike. 
Eight hundred and fifty of the seamen have been, 

'fireq by P& 0 for strike activities. The ferry 
workers demanded that P&O reverse the mass 
firings before they will end their" s trike. A t the 
same time they repeated their demand'that P&'O 
give up its plan to change working hours and im
pose a 20% wage cut. 

A Slap I in the Face to the Labor Bureaucrats 

The workers' decision to continue the strike 
was a,slap in the face to their trade union leaders, 
who have given up on the strike. But the seamen 
have received tremendous solidarity from other 

"workers and want to push ahead their fight. 

,! 



In the past few months .ofthe strike' B; number 
of sympathy strikes have been called by other 
seamen throughout Britain. At some times these 
have included almost all of the country's 22,000 
ferry workers. ,Truck drivers frord many countries 
have helped block ferry ports in France and Bel
gium, as well as 'in England, in support of the 
strike. Militarit workers fro m all over Britain 
have joined the seamen's main picket line in Dover 
and helped organize ,soup kitchens and raise finan- . 
cial aid. 

The British government has outlawed secondary 
strikes and boycotts, however, and so came do wn 
hard on the solidarity movement. Margaret 
Thatcher's hatchet men seized the buildings and 
treasury' of the seamen's .. union. TO. appeaSe 
Thatcher the union bureaucrats called off the 
secondary strikes arid I.'ecommendedthat the sea
men return to work. And at the end of May the 
union leaders agreed to' stop mass p~cketing at 
P&O itself. . 

As an alternative to the strike ,the union lead-: 
ers are promoting a "corporat~ campaign" involving 
a boycott of P&O and gathering public support for 
Sealink, another ferry compa.ny that is the major 
corporate competitor ofP&O. 

But the seamen themselves have not been in,;" 
timidated by Thatcherite repression. After voting 
to continue the strike they went en masse to the 
union's biennial conference, invEiciad the bureau
crats' meeting hall, and forced a debate on the' 
issue of continuing the strike. <>. 

In South Korea: 
PROTESTS MAR~ EIGHTH ANNIVERSAlJ.Y 

OF KWANGlU REBELUON 

Violent protests rocked South Korea in '\lay as 
demonstrators commemorated the eighth anniver
sary of the Kwangju uprising. These protests were 
the largest since last summer, when the Chun dic
tatorsbip was forced to promise democratization. 

Since then elections have been held, but· ,the 
ruling party of the military remains in power. Roh 
Tae Woo, another general, is now in the preslden.,. 
tial, seat. .. The basic grievances of the South 
Korean masses--the lack of workers' rights, police 
repression, military domi.nation by U.S. imperialism, 
and the lack of ties with the northern part of 
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Korea--remain the same.' 

Huge Protests 

The protests began on May 15, when a student 
named Cho Sung Man committed suicide as a pro
test against the U.S. and South Korean govern
ments. Cho demanded the release of political pris
oners and the .reunification of Kore,lt •. His death. 
sparked demonstrations in Seoul and some provin
cial cities on May 16. Hundreds of students 
fought riot police with rocks' and firebombs. 

May 18 is the day marking the Kwangju' upris
ing of 1980. On that day there were thousands of 
protests,throughout South Korea.' DemonstratorS 
denounced the gov,ernment of Roh Tae Woo, who 
helped crush the' Kwangju rebellion as an army 
general. 

Then on May~9 a huge funeral march, from 
Seo~ to Kwangju, was held in honor of eho Sung 

. Man.' Tens of thousands of partiCipants fought 
police for control of the main shopping area in 
'Seoul'as they shouted'''Down with the military dic
tatorship!" and "Drive out the' Yankees!" They 
'sarig anti-American songs and chanted "Execute 
Roh Tae Woo". In Kwangju 100,000 people surged 
into the central- district and clashed with police. 

-At,ack on U.S. Embassy 

On May 20, hundreds of activists surrounded 
the U. S. embassy in Seoul. The protesters scaled 
'the walls· of' the embassy and hurled homemade 
bombs •. They had signs saying "Drive out America, 
culprit of, the' Kwangju ,nassac're" and shouted 
"Yankee go no me!" 

Attacks haVe also been mounted against other 
u.s. institutions. At the end of the month 30 stu.,. 
dents firebombed a Seoul bank jointly run by the 
Bank of IAmerica' and SO,uth Korean companies.· 

At the erid:, of May Roh Tae Woo ottdered a 
new' cl"'ackdown on. all demonstrations on· . the 
pretext of security ~or the. Olympics. On the 27'th, 
7,000 riot 'police attacked some 3,000 demonstrators 
in Seoul. . 

The militant protests this May show that the 
Korean masses .. : are not about to lie down merely 
because the general in charge has been put there 
through elections. They are continuing thefi- fight 
for thoroughgoing changes. ' <> 
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ANTI-KACIST . NEWS 

Below are news briefs from the anti"":'raclst 
struggle that didn't make it into the June 1 
Workers' Advocate due to lack of space. 

PROTEST .lGAINST ,UK RALLY 
IN· WEST VIRGINIA 

. About 4~0 ~eo~~e came out to protest a ~u 
Klux Klan march in Fayetteville, West Virginia on 
April 17. The 20 or so hooded Klansmen were 
under heavy 'police guard as they marched around 
the town hall. Coal miners, anti-racist activists, 
and other local residents lined,the march route 
and jeered at the racists. 

Over the past year the Klan has been trying 
to march and recruit in small towns around West 
Virginia. But everywhere they have gone they 
have been met by spontaneous anti-racist· protests 
.like the one 111 Fayetteville. '<> 

NEW YORK CITY MAYOR CONDEMNED POR 
COVER UP IN POLICE MURDER .oF DOMINICAN 

, Around 250 peop~e demonstrated in New Yor\<'s 
City Hall Park on April 21. They decried the mur-. 
der of Juan Rodriquez, a 40-year-old Dominican. 
Rodriquez was beaten to death in his home by 

policemen on January 30. 
The protesters were particularly angry' at the 

city's cover-up of this brutal murder. The city 
has ruled that Rodriquez died of ftcardiac arrest". 

· And the police murderers have been left uncharged. 
· The protesters edged their way up to City Hall to 
denounce Mayor Koch, despite police orders to 
stay away. Nine days earlier about 2,000 people 
marched through Brooklyn to protest the Koch ad
ministration's cover-up of thls racist murder. <> 

\ 
STUDENTS SIT-IN AGAINST KACISM AT HARVARD 

On May 10 fifty stUdents staged a 24-hour sit-. 
, in at the (jffice ot the,' dean of the Harvard law 

school. The stUdents demanded the hiring of addi- . 
· tional minority 'faculty. 

After an all-night occupation 200 students 
marched from the dean's office to a. rally on the 
Co mmons. . It was arinou~ced at the rally that the 
administration had agreed' to seven of· the stu
dents' twelve demands. However, the main de- . 
mands--the hiring of a black woman before next 
school year and the htrlng of twenty minority 
professors in the next four years--were referred to 
a committee. Students say the struggle is not yet 
over. , <> 

.. 

. , 
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STRIKES AND WORKPLACE NEWS 

Below are news briefs from the workers' move-. 
ment that didn't make it into the June 1 Workers· 
Advocate due to lack of space. 

NEW YORK GOVERNMENT HELPS SADDLE 
DUNLOP WORKERS WITH CONCESSIONS 

On May 2, rubber workers at the' Dunlop Tire 
plant in T<,>nawanda, New York, rejected a 
proposed contract. The deal included line speedup, 
job combination, and transferring work to nonunion 
plants. Among the outrageous demands wa,s a 
provision whereby Dunlop would reward workers 
for producing 200% 'of production q1:'otas while dis
ciplining and laying off. those, who produce, at only 
130% of the quota~ \ 

The Dunlop workers firmly defeated· this pre
posterous contract. Then the company started its 
dirty work. Company officials claimed that the ( 
worke~s' vote against concessions forced Dunlop to 
expand operations in Georgia instead of in the 
Buffalo area. They implied the plant in Tonawanda, 
would be phased out. The local newspapers cor
roborated the company's claim. And the union bu
reaucrats jumped in line to blackmail the workers I 

to revote on the contract. Under such pressure 
the concessions deal was ratified. 

After the contract was approved, the real story 
came .to light. Dunlop never intended, to expand in 
Georgia. It had already decided 'to expand in the 
Buffalo area. New York state had offered incen
tives for expansion which the company could not 
afford to turn do wn. State' officials had planned a 
grandiose' press cO,nference to announce the 
planned expansion, but they postponed tl)e an-, 
nouncement until the workers had been duped into 
accepting the concessions contr!lct. <> 

lAMES RIVER PAPERWORKERS STRIKE 
IN OREGON 

On April 15, more than 500 paper workets 
walked off the job at the James River Corp. mill 
in Halsey, Oregon. They are striking against the 
management's demand for job combination. On 
April 18 a picket line of ove'r400 workers demon
strated at the plant. 

The company wants to install what it calls the 
"High Performance Work System". High perfor
mance means that workers in a department would 
be trained to do all the jQbs in that depa,rt ment--

maintenance, mechanical or production .jobs. The 
aim of the system is to increase productivity along 
with prOfits. As many as 150 p'roduction jobs 
could be elirninated through this ~ystem. <> 

HEAD START STRIKE IN NEW YORK 

As of mid- May, workers at Head .Start centers 
~ Suffolk, New York have been on strike for six 
weeks. They are fighting Head Start's blatant 
breaking of their contract. 

The .primarily female work force is paid $5-$7 
'per hour' for caring for small children. Over a 
year ago, the workers voted in union representa
tion. 

The contract that was negotiated then dealt 
with understaffing, wages andl;>enefits, asbestos 
hazards, and educational issues. The contract also 

. stipulated a minin'Ial wage raise in six months. 
However, Head Start has ignored the contract 

and has taken back the meager wage raise it had 
originally agreed to. <> 

MASSACHUSE'lTS BAKERY WORKERS' ON STRIKE 

On May 2, 750 bakery truck drivers for Con
tinental Bakery Co. walked out at 25 distribution / 
centers throughout New England. The next day, 
1,400 workers at the company',s bakery in Natick, 
Massachusetts joined the strike. 

Continental is the largest baking company in 
the U.S. (l'hey make Wonder Bread and Hostess 
products. It is a subsidiary of the billion--dollar 
Ralston Purina company. 

The strike erupted after contract talks broke 
down over the issue of management establishing 
scnedules without regard to seniority. <> 

SAN FRANCISCO .JANITORS STRIKE 

.> , 

A week-long strike by 1,800 janitors in San 
Francisco has the city piling' up with trash. The 
workers, who service more than 200 buildings 
downtown, went on strike,a week ago after months 
of fruitless negotiations with the San Francisco 
Maintenance Contractors Association. 

Many incidents hav.e occurred" on the militant 
picket lines. set up at the buildings. On May 28, 
police claimed the . strikers chased a security guard 
and clubbed him with their picket sticks. In all 

· ... ~ 
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there have been three injuries and 10 strikers have 
been· arrested. 

The Teamsters uniort is honoring the janitors' 
picket line. Therefore, garbage service, freight 
deliveries and pickups have been disrupted. 

Management is seeking to freeze the workers" 

wages for all three years of the contract and in
stall a two-tier pay system in which _new employ
ees would receive less than current workers. The 
workers are fighting to defeat the two-tier plot 
and are also demanding a 50 cent per hour wage 
increase for each year of the contract. <> 

NO TO TODD SmpYARD'S EXPANSioN OF SUBCONTRACTING! 

, Excerpted fro m the June 6 leaflet of the MLP- ization if it wants to. _, 
Seattle: 

. On Friday, May 20, a dozen or so shipscalers 
were laid off from Todd shipyard. They were re
placed the following Monday with workers from a 
Todd subcontractor, Northwest Enviroservice. 
Through the medium of rumors from management, 
Todd has ,threatened to layoff the remaining 32 
scalers and replace 'them with sul;>contractors. 
Similarly, there are two painting subcontract<;>rs 
working in the yard--Coastal coatings and HER. 
There is talk of further layoffs' of Todd painters. 
Various supervisors have also said that Todd will 
try to get the painters who work for different 
companies to compete against each other for "cost 
savings". In other words, compete for the most 
speedup, worst conditions, least safety, etc • 

. In its typical arrogant fashion, Todd has given 
the workers no explanation whatsoever of what it 
is doing and what it plans for the future. It is 
just passing out pink slips 'like candy and spread
ing layoff rumors to the max. ' The callous be
havior of the company fits in with the central 
pUrpose. of the new subcontracting scheme. Todd 
is trying to strip away the last re:naining shreds 
of sen~ority ~ights and jobs security from the ship
yard workers. 

~hat does Todd gain through subcontracting! 

To the extent that- its own employees are re
placed w~th subcontractors, Todd gets three ad
vantages: 1) all seniority guarantees are effec
tively eliminated, 2) wages are cut by $1 or 
$2/hour, 3) Todd can legally bust the union organ-

Metal trades union officials 
are tying their own hands 

, If one can find a union hack these days, he 
will say that 'his "hands are tied", that Todd is 

. abiding by the contract with its expansion of sub
contracting. This is a bald-faced lie. Todd is 
blatantly violating article 31.3, which states that 
all past practice "mutually recognized at Todd's 
Seattle Division by the' Employer and the UniOn, 
whether expressly covered by this collective bar
gaining agreement or otherwise, will continue in 
effect unchanged until the expiration of this 
agreement, except as specifically modified as 
provided herein or by mutual agreement between 
the Party. , In August. 1985, Todd Seattle reached 
a pre-arbitration agreement with the Shipsealers' 
Local 541 which required that Todd would maintain 
80% of the work in the yard with Todd employees, 
and no more than 20% with subcontractors. This 
is a "mutually recognized past practice", and Todd 
has well over 20% of the scaler work today being 

. done by. the subcontra.ctors • 
. Grievances along may. not stop Todd's attacks, 

since the Reaganite labor boards often rule ar
bitrar.ily for the co mpanies. But the fact that the 
union hacks won't even lift a pen to fill out a 
grievance shows just how deep their collaboration 
with Todd goes. 

The, labor fakers are also trying to divide. the 
workers. 'Out of one side of their mouths they 
say "it's only hapPening to the other crafts, don't 
worry". Out of the other side they say, "we would 
organize some protest action, but the other crafts 
wouldn't support us~" 



Divide and cOnqu~ 

The gt'and prize f.or divide and conquer has to 
go to the circula~ors of a sticker that shows a 
rat with a slash through it. This,is dlt'ected a~ 
the 'employees of non-union subcontract?rs who are 
allegedly rats or scabs. What rot! The definition 
of a scab is someone who crosses a' picket line or 
assists work that is being struck. The employees 
of the subcontractot's are doing neither. In tact, 
man)" of them are the same workers who have been 
at Todd or other' yards tor 'years-only their 
aen10rityand wages have ~ stolen. Obviously 
the issue is for all the workers in the yard, 
whether working fot' Todd or subcohtractot's, to 
unite and fight for full seniority and wages, and 
realistic limits on subcontracting. ' 

The top union officials don't believe that 
strikebreakers are scabs. Instead, the bottom line 
for them is whether or not a worker is paying 
dues. That's why the Boilermakel,'s' and 
Electricians' locals signed, up scabs who worked 
duri~g the Lockheed lockout and the boatyard 
strikes in 1986. That's why the Boilermaket's' local 
·forced the union boatyard workers to repaIr 
struck tugs and barges during the Crowley strikes 
last year. The union hacks could cat'e less about 
the seniority, wages and conditions of the shipyard 
workers--as' long as they get their dues. This is, 

~/ 
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the reasoning behind the "rat sticker". 
The labor faket's are cowardly' wimps when it 

comes to facing Todd, but they'll turn'on the rank' 
and file workers in a second and call them "rats". 
Shame on the bureaucrat-lovers who brought the 
divisive rat sticker into town. It should be 
defaced ot' torn down wherever it appears. 

T~ hen with Todd's profttabUlty! 
I Defend Seniority and Wages . 

.~.The expansion of subcontracting, wit:h its ef
fective elimination of seniority, could bring the 
conditions at Todd very neat' to what Lockheed 
tr..ied to impose. The Lockheed workers stood as 
one. They preferred to see the yar~ close than to 
agre'e to the elimination of seniority and other, 
concessions that would have undercut the condi-; 
tions of every' union shipyacd in the country. 
The closure· o.f Lockheed hi's not eliminated a 
single job. It just means .that the work is ,being 
done at Todd' instead. The danger now is that 
Todd will implement the massive concessions. that 
Lockheed failed to. It is starting to do just that 
with its new subcontractor scheme. 

••• Rank and file action is the' most powerful 
method for building the workers' unity' and fot'cing 
Todd to back down. <> 

I 
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Behind the rhetoric of the reformists: 
WHAT KIND OF MOVEMENT IS .JESSE .JACKSON BUILDING! 

Continued from the front page 

Reformists Plunge Into .Jackson Campaign 

,But that won't stop the reformist left. Their 
mission in life is to put reformist blinders on the 
people--to tie them to the skirts of the Democrat
ic Party. 
, A' number, of the, reformist groups that call 

themselves "MarxIsts" have plunged into the Jack
son campaign: Some of these forces say' they 
have criticism of Jackson on issues like his'support , 
for ?,ionist Israel or for u.s. bullying agaInst 
Panama. But, with or without criticism, they laud 
the Jackson campaign in the most' exalted way. . ' 

A section of the reformist groups support 
Jackson in a more frank or nohest fashion in 'the 
sense that these reforn:P.sts make no bones about 
their support for the Democratic Party. They 
more or less recognize the significance of the 
Jackson, campaign for what it is: a push from the 
more social-democra~ic wing of the Democratic 
Party fora more liberal policy in the Party. For 
example, the pro-Soviet revisionist group Line of ' 
Marc h ( Frontline newspaper) is pretty candid 
about this. So' is the official pro-Soviet CPUSA, 
although' it must be added that the CPUSA's en
thusiasm for Jackson is ba1anced by its enthusiasm 
for Dukakis and the other Democrats. 

Thtm there is another stream of Jackson 
boosters, who are less frank about the character 
of his campaign. They are claiming that the cam
paign is a movement for the political independence 
of the masses apart fro m the capitalist parties. 
They also try to paint the campaign in worlPng 
class and even revolutionary or nearly communist 
,colors. It doesn't matter that nEU,ther Jackson 
himself, norliriy of the main powers in his cam
paign would agree 'to such claims. That's of little 
import to groups like the reformist Workers' World 
Party or the Maoist group League of Revolutionary 
Struggle (Uriitynewspaper). Their preoccupation 
isn't dealing with poJitical realities. It's with 
spinning webs of fantastic and exaggerated claims 
about the 'Jackson campaign to ensnare workers 
and activists who would oth~rwise have reserva
tiS)lls about a Democratic Party politician running 
on a typicaUy liberal platform. 

A "New Movement"! 

Take for example the Workers World group. 

, ,it<ioiooc.-- ' 
I, ~ 

WWP put out a statement by its own candidates 
explaining its "enthusias[ticl call for active support 
for the Jackson campaign." 

From their statement one would hardly know 
that Jackson is a Democratic Party' candidate. 
One would think he is running against the 
Democrats, not as the man who promises to bring 
in the votes for whoever is the Democratic can-

_ didate in No.vember. Similarly, they slur over all 
the other points of Jackson's program. They just 
dismiss what Jackson actually stands for as unim-
portant. The WWP argues: . 

"The Jesse Jackson campaign haS be
come a vehicle for that expression of. 
working class d1scont~t. ••• Jackson has 
walked labor picket lines. from Maine to 
Wisconsin. " ' 

From which they conclud~ 
"It . is not Jackaon's program, however, 
which is the basis of WWP's support, but 
that his candidacy has given expression 
to a new movement." (Workers' World, 
April 21, emphasis added.1 

Unfortunately, these WWPers have put every
thing' upside down. True enough, Jackson walks 
picket lines. True enough, he appeals to the 
workers' discontent. But what does he tell the 
picketers? That's th~ crux of the matter: Because 
he preaches to them against strikes and the class 
struggle. 

Likewise in the anti-racist struggle. Jackson 
poured cold water on the protests' against the 
Howard Beach lynchers, for example, with his ser

. mons about seeking "common ground" with the 
racists. 

Jackson's underlying message is always the 
same: register to vote and put Democrats in of-

'fice. Is this not an expression of bourgeois re
formism'? Is this not giving expression to liberal 
capitalist interests that want to channel working 
class discontent into the safe harbors of the De m-
ocratic Party? , 

This is not a "new mOvement" at all. A re
'for mist wing of the Democratic Party has launched 
repeated campaigns over the past half-century with 
the aim of derailing the class struggle, and the 
mass movements. 

, An "lndepen~ent Movement of the Working Class

Look closely and what WWP'is basing its ciaim 
of a "new movement" on bop,s down to the racial 



I. 

composJtion of the Jackson campaign and its sup-
. port; Jackson is a b,lack man getting. votes from 

the masses of' all nationalities. Sam Marcy, 'WWP 
le~der and house theoreti~ian, correctly points out 
that Jackson's' '88 campaigrt has gained' Sl'!-pport 
from blacks and other oppressed nationalities as 
well as a large number of 'white workers. But 
from-there he flies Into outer 'spac~ to draw the 
conclusion: 

"This [the extent of white s.upport 
for the Jackson campaign] is not only a 
tremendous contribution to working class 
solidarity, but it paves the way for an 
ultimately JDdependent movement of the 
working class." ("The basis of our ~up
port for Jackson," Workers World, April 
21.) 

What does Marcy think he is fooling? After all, 
,black Democratic. mayors have been eleated in LOs 
Angeles, Philadelphia, Atlanta and other cities 
with a large number Clf white workers~ votes. In 
some of these elections it could be said that this 
was a sign that workers have anti-racist sentiment. 
But that's a far, far cry from Marcy's exaggerated 
claim. The election of black Democrats to city 
halls and many other posts has been one of the 
means for propping up the positions of the Derno-, 

. craticParty among the masses. It could hardly be 
said that ~his leads towards working class inde-
pendence. . 

What's more, the class and r~cial make up of 
the electoral'support of a given political campaign 
can not define, its political character nor its de
gree of independence fro ill the capitalist parties. 
Eleetoral contests between capitalist ~andidates 
often re!lect class polarization~ For instance, the 
'84 presidential elections showed the deep resent
ment against Reaganism among the poorest voters 
and the' black and other oppressed masses, who 
voted overwhelmingly for Mondale as opposed to 
Reagan.· But contrary to the logic of Sam 
Marcy's. arithmetic, this obviously did not herald 
political independence. Nor does Jackson's Demo
cratic Party campaign today. 

Democratic Party PoHticldng 
\ 

The exaltedl ~laims being made about the Jack
son campaign slur over the actual nuts and bolts 
of the bampaign. The campaign runs on Democrat-' 
lc Party machinery, with support from a sizable' 
section of the Democratic Party officialdom. The 
same· machinery behind many Democratic Party 
officials (mayors, city council members, state legis- \ 

. lators, congressmen) has been cranking for the 
Jackson campaign. The creW of advisers behind 
the campaign is studded with veterans of past 
Democr,atic campaigns; for example, Bert Lance, 

.>~--
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I 
who was Carter's campaign director and also a 
Cabinet. member in his administration, plays a big 
role. . 

A major focus of the campaign has been voter 
registration for the Democratic Party. Now much 
of the attention is on political jockeying for the 
convention. There's much talk about brokering the 
Jackson vote into so many positions in the Party 
le.adership and so many posts in a possibie Demo
cratic· administration. 

What -is this if not old-fashioned Democratic 
Party politicking? It takes a creative imagination 
to find some kind of "new" or "independent'.' move.,
ment here. But fantasy is just what these reform-
ists are selling. /' 

Baraka's "Objective Rainbow" 

Perhaps the man who best captures this fantas
tic spirit is Amiri Baraka, a leading member of the 
Maoist group LRS. In a com!llentary entitled "Su
per 'Tuesday and the African American National 
Question", Baraka paiqts up the Jackson campaig,n 
in. flaming revolutionary phrases about "Black Self 
Determination" and the "Black Liberation MOVe"" 
ment". Baraka's enthusiasm knows no bounds: 

"The objective Rainbow," Baraka 
pro clai ms, "is an exact physical parallel . 
to The United Front and mass organiza
tions and indeed even the communist 
party' we seek, with the latter its work
ing class leadership that must develop, 
for it is authentically brought into ex
istence." 

" The operative word here is the "objective" 
~before the "Rainbow". Baraka repeats this word 
"objective" several times because the ()riginal· 
"rainbow: coalition" was as ephemeral . and 
short-lived as rainbows tend to be. . The 1984 
promise of a rainbow coalition was a promise o·f all.' 
autonomous' place within Jackson's campaign :for 
various social-democratic, left-liberal and bourgeo.is 
nationalist elements among the oppressed nation
alities. Now there's not' even a pretens~ of 
autonomy or a rainbow. Instead of conceding the 
rainbow's disappearance, Baraka resorts to the 
euph~mism "objective Rainbow" for what is clearly' 
a' straight Democratic Party campaign. , 

Baraka's statement is so absurd that it's non~ . 
sensical. Here is it Democratic Party electoral 
campaign that all at. once is the "exact physical 
parallel" three different things which are not even 
parallel to each other: the "united front", the 
"mass organizations", and "even the communist 
party we seek" ~ . 

This nonsense shows how far the revisionist 
groups have descended into liquidationism. They 
have turned the concept of "United Front" into a 
~ • 
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code word for cuddling happily with the capitalist 1 
liberals. They have gutted the whole point of., 
building mass organization as they have abandoned I 

the idea of organizing the masses independent or II 

the bourgeoisie. They have liquidated the tasks I 
. of constructing the communist party of the work- , 
ers because their party is the liberal-reformist 
marsh within the Democratic Pax:.ty. 

Encomage-Every Step Towards 
Working Class Independence 

But the Marxist-Leninists, the co mmunists, the 
revolutionary workers have a different stand. 
This is the stand of the class struggle, of building 
the revolutionary working class movement .against 
the capitalists and their political parties. 'And 
this stand is what guides them, in relation to, the 
Jackson campaign as well. 

In the workplaces and neighborhoodS; on the 
picket lines and in the 'demonstrations, workers 
and activists can be found who have hopes in 
Jackson. They hope that his campaign might at 
least give v.oice to-so me of 1;heir needs and their 
desire to see the little fish band together against 
the big barracudas~ The work ~d. agitation of 
the communists must aim at linkihg up with these 
aspirations of the workers and encourage them in 

the direction of political independence. 
This means encouraging the workers' growing 

discontent with the capitalist 'parties. The workers 
need to be armed with the truth that the Jackson 
campaign is on the same dead-end course of 
repeated reform campaigns within the Democratic 
Party. They don't need fairy. tales about "new 
movements" and "objective' Rainbows". 

This means encouraging the strikes, protests 
and mass actions of the "vorking people. The 
workers need concrete criticism of Jackson's ser
mons to reconcile striking worker and strikebreak
ing capitalist, victims of racism and lynch mobs. 
They- don't need more hosannas for Jackson as a 
model fighter for the workers and oppressed. 

This means encouraging the workers dn the 
path of revolutionary mass struggle. The sooner 
that the' workers recognize that JacksoI\'s fine 
pro mises ~re s9 much pie in the sky, the sooner 
they will recognize that their pressing needs 
won't be satisfied without the workers taking 
matter into their own hands and unleashing class 
battles against the capitalist rulers. The workers 
don't need inflated hopes in some phrases in-the 
Democratic Party program, a 'program that will be 
forgotten before the trash is swept from the floor 
of the Atlanta convention. <> 

• 
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IN DEFENSE OF REVOLUTIONARY LlTERATU~E: 
A REPLY TO THE DRAFT LE'ITER 

--Part Three--
Building a Revolutionary Trend or Worshipping Aristotle and Kant! 

By a member of the Central Committee 

Instead of continuing on further theoretical 
points, let's pause to consider the new letter from, 
"Discontented", the mai'n author of the Draft Let
ter. [It is printed in this issue of the Supplement 
beginning on page 40, and all page references ,tu 
the letter are to the copy in the Supplement.] 

It is sad to see what has become of a comradel~ 
who onc.e ~ought against the bourgeoisie. His let
ter does not deal with the issues of revolutionarY' 
literature, other. than to Disparage,M'arxism-Lenin
ism. Instead the issue is to punish anyone who 
dares disagree with him. ,It is a remarkable dis
play of mud-slinging, word-chopping, evasion, 
selective memory, and name-dropping. 

He need not deal seriously with the views of 
myself or other comrades, but only shout about; 
Party hacks and persecution and call me a "con
scious" user oJ. the "'big lie' technique". (p. 46, 

. col. 1-2) He need not d~al with the actual situa
tion among the discontented comrades, because he' 
alone is the issue. He need not deal with the fact 
that activists outside our Party, from Texas prisons .... 

Hegel,. and Diderot without saying what these 
philosophers are suppos~d to teach us or what his 
conclusions are. And then he pats himself on the 
back for' being the one who is "arriv[ing] at new 
conclusions" (p. 46, col. 2). He can drown any 
issue in generalities and high-flown mUmbo-juinbo 
and. name-dropping, and make ludicro'us blunders 
about the issues at stake, and then pose ~s the 
master of "factual" analysis and "concrete work". '-. 
But don!t worry. He assures one and all that his 
views are based on years of the most careful and 
protra:cted study, and that his opponents are 
moralistic tyrants who display "an appalling ig
norance of the history of literature" and "ofcon
temporary literary' theory" and "an incredible in
sensitivity to the concrete features of literature" 

What happened to revolutionaryllterature? 20 
An overview of the new letter. ~ • • • •• 21 

. Is there a Marxist-Leninist line on 
literature? • • • • • • • • • • • • 

A new twist on the question • • • 
Is there a full Marxist-Leninist theory 

. ."'. 
22 
23 
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terested in Struggle, and the Supplement's articles "Discontented" on the full literary 
on. the literary debate, because that goes against Back to Aristotle, Kant, Hegel and 
his preconceived idea that the whole issue is a The theory of literature "as it is 
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Diderot • 

24 
24 
25 

concoction of Party ignoramuses. understood today". • 
And with respect to his own views, one isn't . "Back to Kant" • •. • • • 

supposed to look too deeply at his real stateinents .. ' What's left for Marxism? • • • • • 
and actions. It is supposed to suffice that !J.e tells What is needed by revolutionary writers? • 
us that his motives are of the highest and purest Going beyond ideoiogy • • • • • • • • • 
sort. He can admit he took part in hiding the : The example of Balzac • '. • • •• • • • 
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welcomes "open discussion and debate" (p. 41, coi. 
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(p. 47, col. 1-2). 
whose eyes? 

But one little question. 

What Happened to Revolutionary IJ.terature! 

In his letter, there is a lot of sound and fury, 
huffing and puffing. But he ~tays real far away 
fro m certain issues. , 

The literary debate was supposed to be about 
how to develop a revolutiqnary literary trend. The 
Draft Letter began by saying that it welcomed 

, "the publication of the work of revolu
tionary activists who are attempting to 

,develop a, revolutionary literature:" 
(Supplement, 10 Nov. 1987, p. 19, col. 1) 

But in IIDiscontented'sll new letter, the concept 
of revolutionary literature drops out. 

This is interesting because, at first s~g~t, "Dis
,~ontentedn complains about every statement I or 
others have ever made in the literary debate, 
even about the subheads that were added to make 
it easier to read the Draft Letter. Everything is 
a lie, lie, lie. But when one looksmpre closely, 
one discovers that there are a number of asser
tions that he does not either challenge or discuss. 
Andfurthermore, these assertions are at the very 
heart of the Reply to the Draft Letter-Part One. 

The ,Reply pointed out that the Draft Letter 
"begins by expressing the desire for the 
vigorous development of revolutionary 
literature. But as one reads the letter, 
one discovers that the l~tter.stands for 
a rather peculiar variety of ,'revolution- ' , 
ary literature'. 'This is a 'revolutionary 
literature', which is afraid to clarify un
clear ideas for fear of ~ectarianism and 
dogmatism. It is a literature which 
should disdain excessive concern for the 
class conflicts aqd ideological conflicts 
of our time for fear of narrowness and 
doctrinairism. It is a literature which 
should regard Mar~ism-Leninism as only 
another ism, one among many interesting 
ideas, because Marxism-Leninism al
legedly has nothing consistent to say to 

- writers. It is a literature which should 
try to' cast, off the fetters of politics 
and ideology. 

"By the end of' the letter, we find 
that it is a literature which should be 
afraid to 'distinguish itself from the 
bourgeois trends ••• 

"After all that, what is left to the 
concept of a revolutiOnary literature!" 
(Supplement, Nov. 1987, p. 1~, col. 1-2, 
emphasis added) 

I suggested that 
" ••• all the arguments of the letter lead to 

L-k;. 

the demand that revolutionary literature 
should cease to exist as something dis
tinct from bourgeoiS culture. But the 

I authors of the draft letter probably 
don't want to admit to themselves, and 
certainly not, to others, that this is 
where their arguments are leading." 
(lbid.,p~ i3, col. 2, emphasis added) 

nDiscontented" does not reply to this. He 
doesn't deny it. For all his Latin phrases and his 
years of study and years around the Party, he 

. doesn't have anything, to say about what his con-: 
cept of revolutionary literature is. Perhaps, for 
the discontented in general, the idea 011 "revolu
tionary literature" itself is one of the many ques
tions which they claim has yet to be answered and 
documented, one of those questions with no "easy 
answers". ' 
. "Discontented" also is' silent abOut the question 

of whether there are bourgeois trends in literature. 
The Reply-Part One pointed out that. the Draft 
Letter goes to the point of casting - doubt on 
whether one should speak of such things; it ended 
up by r~fusing to speak of bourgeois trends unless 
there were quotation marks around the word bour
geois to indicate that such trends, are only so
called bourgeois trends, not real bourgeois trends. 

But this is an important issue. If it is wrong 
to speak of the bourgeo~s trends in literature, it 
might stand to reason that there is no need for 
or sense in buildiIig up a revolutionary trend 
either. All that would be left is "literature as a 
whole", which "Discontented" promises to tell us 
'about in a later letter. Progressive writers 
should then simply merge with tlie bourgeois cul
,tural circles. Their only special task wonld be, 
perhaps, to give a coat of "Marxist" phraseology to 
the war· of the cultural establishment against the 
"doctrinaire" activists who want to create a 
contemporary revolutionary literature. 

- "Discontented" also is silent about the questIon 
of communist independence with respect to the 
political trends in the movement. The Draft 'Letter , 
had act'uallY raised-not just literary questions, but 
also the issue of attitude to the mass movement. 
Using the example oLthe 60's and of the struggle 
against the war in Vietnam, it identified criticism 
of unclear ide~s with sectarian opposition to the 
movement. And there really is a relation between 
such a political view and literature. If there is no 
need for co mmunist independence in the mass 
movement and in everyday life, what need would 
there be for co mmunist independence in the reflec
tion of real life, in literature? The Draft Letter 
was correct to connect political issues' to litera
ture, but utterly -wrong in how it dealt with botlr 
literature and politics. . 

"Discontented" does take up the question of the 

I, 



bQ~rgeois views propagated. by the university 
circles and officiallitetary estabij.shment. But how 
does he" do it? He pretends tnat t~e issue is 
w\1ether all students and professors are' inherently ~ 
bad. He ignores the tasks of ~deological struggle ' 
that face progressive people in the ~urgeois 
schoois. He simply asserts, in e~sen6e, that he'is 
a gradua~e student and p:roud of it. He ends up by 
ridiculing the criticism of. the bourgeois academic 
authorities as the product of\ ignoramuses who 
think it suffices to be "pure and red" (p.' 47, col. 
1) And that's it. 

The Draft Letter had also, right fro m the 
start, begun by ,objecting to the assertion that 

"There can be no great literature which 
. does not take full part in the struggle 
of ideas in society and in the -class 
struggle which' is at the root of the 
ideological struggle." (Supplement, Nov. 
'1987, 'pp. 19-20 for' where is it is 
discussed in the' Draft· Letter, p. 13 ·for 
where it is discussed in' the RePly-Part I 
One) 

However, in its typical hide-and-seek method, the' 
Draft Letter had' tried to lea.ve things vague. It " 
opposed the editor of Struggle for' wi'iting this 
formulation, out explicitly refused to say whether' 
it was right or wrong. . And "Discontent-ed" still 
leaves this open. 

This time, in his current letter, "Discontented" 
has forgotten all about revolutionary literature. 
He talks about "aesthetics", -about literature in 
general, about creativity and artistic enjoyment, 
about the "general categories of thought, cognition 
and ideology" (p. 43, col. '1), and on and on. Any-; 
thing except revolutionary practice. Anything ex
cept the particular 'tasks of revolutionary litera
ture, about the, struggle against the bourgeois 
literary trends, etc. We are" advised, as the result 
of years of study, that the aesthetical works of, 
Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, and Didero~ "must be 
studied and highly valued" (p. 42, col. 2). But, 
among other things, these philosophers certainly 
didn't deal with the issues of revolutionary litera
ture. 

Of course, "Discontented" promises us further 
installments of his letter. But apparently these 
aren't going to take' up revolutionary literature 
either. The ,-next thing -he pro rnises to, write 
about is "the attitude to historical culture". And 
then we are to be treated to "the distinction be
t,ween imaginative li~erature and publicism" and 
alterwards to "the distinction, between partisan 
political literature and literature as a whole". If 
all this is \ in the spirit of the Draft Letter, it 

'means more denigration of the concept of revolu- , 
tionary literature,as mere publicism, as mere par
tisan poUtical literature, as mere "mouthing Off".,' 

, 0' 
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And finally, he is to" r,each the heights of 
"consciousness and ideology". 

The Draft Letter said it was worried about' a 
"problem" with "fundamental bearing on the' 
orientation" of Struggle. It'looks more and more 
lois if this fundamental issue is whether, a revolu
tionary literary trend should be built at all. 

, \ 

An Overview of the New Letter 

"Discontented" goes against the revolutionary 
struggle from a number of different angies., In 
essence, what he writes is simply a .long-winded 
and intellectua.list rendition of the points made by 
"Loyal Readet': in th:e, anonymous lettet' published 
in the last SupPlement. ' 
. 1'0 begin with,he doesn't see any role of revo-

,lutionary practice worth mentioning. He does~'t' 
see fit to mention the role of any contemporary 
revolutionary ,literature. If he sees' any sig
nificance to the work in Struggle, a magazine he 
claims to support, he doesn't see fit to' mention it. 

Revolutionary theory doesn't fare any better 
with him. In the Draft Letter he denied the exist":' 
ence of a correct Marxist-Leninist line on litet'a-

" 

ture. Here he continues his ridicule of" the • \ 
materialist stand o,n literature. He comes up with 
the undialectical de mand fot' a !'full" li terary 
theory. The important point is not whether a 
theory is correct,' but is ita "full" theory? And 
strangely enough for a man who boasts of his 
past revolutionary activity, the tasks of the 

, revolution are one t,hing such a "full" theory is 
allowed to leave out. He finds "classical" models 
of such fullness in ~he wot'ks of Aristo,tIe, Ka~t, 
Hegel, and Diderot." \ 

This means opposing histodcal materialism, that 
is, materialism applied to the study ofliuman his
tory, to how societies change, how one social 
system is supplante9, by another, ,etc. , ' Some,-of 
the philosophers he calls upon wet'e ·~traight-out 
idealists, and none of them were historical' 
matedalists." , 

These philosophers also had differing systemS. 
By, regarding all of them as IIclassical,models", he' 
is deqlaring his "freedo m from all integral and 
consi?ered theot'y" (What Is To Be Done!, Ch. ~ 
Sec. D.). ' 

All this is done without considering any con
crete issue about literature or {lny problelD f~cing 
Struggle. He then passes on 'to his one thesis '\', 
about litet'ature--that it tt'anscends ideology and I 

politics. He doesn't bo'ther making a serious 
presentation of what the materialists actually think 
about the relationship of ideology a.nd literature. 
He doesn't tt'.Y to deal with the materialist 
,standpoint that literature becomes truly ideolog-ical 
~because it reflects life. Instead he pretends that I 
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pelieve that 
"all literature merely consists in authors 
mouthing off their political and 
ideological' opinions" (p. 45, col. 2). 

Really?· Is this what 'he thinks of Struggle aJld of 
current revolutionary work? Or is he going to 
pretend that he is' the one who really supports 
Struggle and I don't? 

He instead declares that, literature is not 
"prjmarily" ideological •. This is like declaring that 
physics is a science, but it is not "primarily" a 
science. It means tearing the very. heart of the 
concept of ideology, as literature is one of the 
'main and fundamental ways ideology is expressed. 

To back up his views, he contin,u~s to put for
ward the absurd view that Balzac kept his views 
and opinions out of, his works: In fact, it is quite' 

'amusing that the authors of the Draft Letter take 
. the examples of Balzac, Tolstoy, and Brecht, and 
then try to advocate squeezing ideology out of 
literature, as one of them once put it. It having 
views and' putting them into one"s worl{s, or 
designing one's works around these views, is a 
crime, then these three authors, of all authors, are 
guilty, guilty, guilty. If the authors of the Draft 
Letter really think there is something of value to 
these' authors, then they must 'abandon their 
theories about literature transcending ideology. 

. Otherwise they are slapping themselves in the face 
and abandoning all consistency. Otherwise they 
are praising these authors not for the content' of 
their works, but simply because it is fashionable 
to praise them. It is fashionable to praise Brecht 
and Tolstoy, and it ).S fashionable to declare that 
literature transcends ideology. 

Finally, anti-partyism and anti-activism is 
another main theme of "Discontented's" work. He 
is upset with theidea~ that some comrade,s "live 
by" Marxist beliefs. He answers every criticism by 
claiming that it really just translates to his resign
ing from the Party. After a (while, one gets the 
idea that he is proud of having abandoned revolu
tionary work and is assuring one and all that he is 
now safe. After all, he' may quote Marx, but he 
takes Aristotle, Kant,' Hegel, and Diderot as the 
"classical" models in the field he works in, litera
ture. 

Be that as.it may, he thinks nothing of lying 
about the Party. He implies that he is being per
secuted for reading Brecht and ;Lukacs:, 

tI( As regards the latter two authors' 
[Lukacs and Brecht], if our would-be 
student of literature frequents Marxist
Leninist Party Circles, he should -either 
hide the fact that he/she' reads these 
proscribed authors or brace himself for 
the inevitable consequences.)''' (p •. 45, 
col. 1) " 

, Wqy would he make.such a crude and obvious lie? 
But any mud will do. Why $ay that he lost the 

~spirit to continue fighting the bourgeoisie--when 
, instead he can imply that he was forced out for 
reading ,Brecht? Why say straightforwardly. that 
he lied to fr~ends and colllfades about his views on 
literature? Why, h,e was supposedly just hiding the 
fact that he read Brecht from tyrannical Party \ 
leaders. 

This is not the first time that fashionable views' 
from university and bourgeois cultural circles have 
been arrogantly propagated a~ socialism. It 
occurred repeated in the. German workers' party in 
the time of Marx and Engels. Such influence has 
usually reinforced rightist currents, but ,also 
anarchistic ideas. Referring to this phenomenon, 
at one pbint Engels wrote th?-t: 

"There has been a stUdents' revolt in 
the German Party. For the pa,st 2-3 
years, a crowd of students, literary men 
and other young declassed bourgeois has 
rushed into the Party, arriving just in 
time to, occupy most of the editol1ial 
positions em the new journals which are 
sprouting and, as usual, they regard the 
bourgeois . universiti~s as a, Socialist 
Staff College which gives them the right 
to enter the ranks of the party with an 
officer's if not a general's brevet. All 

I these gentlemen go in for Marxism, but 
of the kind you were familiar wit}l in 
France ten years ago' and.of which Marx 
said: 'All I know is that I'm no Marx
ist!' And of these geJltle men he would 
probably have said what Heine said' of 
his imitators: I sowed dragons and 
reaped fleas. 

"These worthy feUo ws, whose im
potence is only matched by their ar
rogance, have found some support ,in 
the new recruits to the Party in Berlin-
typical. 13erlinism, which is to be inter
preted as presumption, cowardice, empty 
bluster and gift of the gab all rolled 
into one, seems to have come ,to the 
surface again for a moment; 'it provided 
the chorus for the' student gentry."· 
(From a letter by Engels to Paul 
Lafargue, August' 27, 1890, as cited in' 
Marie, and Engels on Literature, edited by 

'Lee ,Baxandall and Stefan Morawski, 
Telos: Press.) • 

Now let us exainine some of these points in more 
detail. 

Is There a M'arxtst-:Leninist LIne on Literature! 

~ One of the main themes of "Discontented's" new 

/ 
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'letter is denial of the existence ·of the materialist follows •. A hundreds years of literature 
standpoint towards literature. champion~d by (including in this works themselves, 
Marxism-Leninism. criticis'm and theory) has not produced a 

It is typical of "Dlscontented's"method that h~ homogeneous body of literature, nor has 
begins on this.. front by indignantly saying that it, it given rise to a clear line which 
is a lie that he has denied the existence of J. settles even many basic questions on'·' 
Marxist-Leninist line on literature, andthed. thisfrorit." (SupPlement, Nov. 1987, pp. 

'proceeds to argue for page after page that theraT' 21-2) . 
isn't such a Marxist-Leninist line. 'He uses thilThis clearly denies the, existence of "a well
method again and again and again. worked out' and correct line on literature". I 
~'First, here is his indignant protest that he has; suppose that ,this passage doesn't deny the exist-

been slandered. ,t' • ence of a "Marxist-Leninist" stand if that stand is 
" ••• 1 .cawand do deny that I. have ever '" regarded as. wrong, unclear, self-contradictory, 
tried to overthrow Marxist-Leninist and superficial. But it does deny the existence of 

, theory and that I ever said that this "a correct Marxist-Leninist stand: ' 
theory does not exist (lll!)" (p.41, 
col.2). , 

. This. was' supposed to be the' proof that the; 
Supplement had 'engaged in 
. " ••• t11e filthy practice of putting ob- ' 

!l." 

A New Twist on the Question 

"Discontented" still upholds the Draft Letter. 
Now. however he wants everyone to forget the 
Draft Letter's clear statement on the non-existence 
of a Marxist:-Leninist line. It is to be replaced 

, " 

viously .anti- Marxist ideas and words 
into the mouths of' those you disagree 
with in order to discredit them ••• " (p~ . 
41, col. 2). 

by t!le question of whether there is a "full Marx-' 
ist-Leninist theory". 

First of all, what did the Reply actually say 
about the Draft Letter? 

It said that' the Draft Letter denied tlie ex
istence of a Marxist-Leninist line "on literature": 
" ... it [the Draft Letter] states that revolutionary 
th'eory says nothing consistent abou.t literature. 

. 'l11ere' 18 supposedly no Marxist-Lenfn1st une on 
Bterature.i ' (Supplement, Nov. 1987, p. i7, col. 1, 

. emphasis added) 
The Reply-Part' One then continued to discuss 

this point. It is right at the end of this passage 
that the paragraph cited by "Discontented" appears 
that'states that the authors of ,the Draft Letter 
"used to accept the Party program and .regard 
Marxism-Leninism as the theoretical basis of the 
proletarian movement. But th,ey are now throwing 
it aside as irrelevant." It is again referdngto 
the issue of whether Marxis-Leninism applies to 
literature. This is why· this paragraph then ends 
by. comparing the. Draft tetter's view on literature 
with that of bourgeois professors on th~ political 
and o~her fronts: "This is the same way that 
bourgeois professors, mOck at Marxism in the 
economic, political, or other fronts." 

Now, did the Draft Letter deny the existence 
of a Marxist-Leninist line on literature or not? 

W as this what it said? . 
Here are the words of the Draft Letter itself: 

"But perhaps you feel that the exist
ence of proletarian literature over the 
past. 100. years means that there is a 
well-worked out and correct line on 

'literature? ... But to our minds, this is 
not the case, and rather things stand as 

He. begins by finding the one place where the 
phrase "full Marxist-Leninist theory" occurs in the 
Reply to ,the Draft Letter. It is' used simPly to 
draw a contrast between the fundamental principles 
th~~ iQspire revolutio0!lt'Y literary work and the 
.wider body of Marxist-Leninist elaboration on 

\ these and other literary issues, It refers simply to 
~he fact that ~arl9us comrades have read differing 
amounts concerning these qU:estions, that's all. It 
appears Jnthe Reply-Part One right after it quotes 

. the Draft Letter denying the existence of a correct 
line on literature. It states: , ' 

'" 

"This is simply a denial of materi~list 
· theory in general and Marxism in par
ticular. Marxism long ago pointed out 
that there is an ideological superstruc
ture built on the economic base. It fur
thermore 'showed how to deal with the 
bourgeois' culture, neither rejecting all 

· previous culture nor swa.llowing it un-
· critlca.lly. It showed how revolutionary 
theory must be linked to revolutionary 
practice, pointing ou.t that the philo
sophers of the past have only -inter-· 
preted the world, while the pdint is to 
change it. And it defended materialist 
yjews on' literature, I which deal. with 
lit~rature as a reflection of the world • 

. ffPew comrades have had the chance 
to study the full Marxist-Leninist theory 

. on literature.. But I believe that what 
is at stake in the Uterary debate are the 
fundamental issues of Marxist. theory, 
issues which comrades live by, issue;; 
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such as those listed above. I believe 
that these views guide i Struggle, even 
though Struggle exists not to give, a 
theoretical exposition of literature' but 
to actually develop, revolu,tionary Ii tera
ture and ,criticism." (Supplement, Nov. 
'1987, p. 17, col. 2) 

"Discon~erited" returns to this passage again and 
again to denounce it. Afut does he give his stand 
on the issues of the ideological superstructure, of 
the vJtal role of revolutionary prac~ice, or of what 
materialism teaches about literature? 

,Not at all. Anything but that. . , 
Instead he displays moral indignation OVer the 

fact that revolutionary work doesn't resemble a 
graduate school semmar. How dare people write 
plays and poems and songs, criticize bourgeois 'cul
ture, and build up a revolutionary literature trend 
-- while not having read the full theory on litera
ture. (And especially how, dare they criticize corn
rade "Discontented"O Horrors! Horrors! Horrors! 
"Discontented" actually tries to ridicule this. He' 
states in an ironical parenthetical comment that 

it ••• it does not ma~ter, he tells us, thatl 
few have ,read the remarks of ,~arx, 
Engels, .and Lenin on literature,- ,oh no, 

. that is irrelevantt!!.~." (p. 44, col. 1-2) 
This, reminds me of the 'time when a professor, 
whose name I,have long since forgot, ,became a, 
byword among communist students ata certain 
university for ridiculing activists for' taking up 
revolutionary work' without first reading' all three 
volumes of Capital. ' ' 

"Discontented" also 'ridicules that I and other 
comrades live by basic revolutionary principles. He 
thinks that thislnust be in contradiction to "inves
tigati~~ and though~"" t? reading and study, to 
scientific investigation. It must mean that I w:ant 
to settle issues , 

"in the manner of' religious disputes, by,. 
a statement of the principles one lives' 
by, the ,beliefs, one subscribes to." (p. 44, 
col. 1) 

No, "Discontented", the communist act~vists 
don't argue that these principles are correct be
cause they believe in them--but when they are 
convinced of the truth of Marxism-Leninism" they 
put it into, practice. They live by the principles' 
they believe· in, take Marxism-,Leninism and rev
olutionary politics seriouSly, and act\laIiy fight the 
bourgeoisie and bourgeois culture. (But do' they 

, . 
have a "full" theory of the morality of living 
according to principles? Perhaps it is better to be 
unprincipled and wishy-washy, better to capitulate 

'to the powers-that-be, untU one has the "full" 
theory?) All I did by noting that 'the issues under 
dispute were the principles I that c,omrades live by 
was point ,out the'importance of the issues under 

, ,I ' 

.\ 
discussion, 90S opposed to, say, a disagreement' 
over literary taste. 

Ia'l'll~ a ,Full, .arx1a~LenIn1st 'l'IIeory 
, 'of Literature! 

But is the~'a full Marxist-Leninist theory of 
literature? It depends ~hat one 'means by a full 
theory. ' 

Ooes one mean a theory that answers all the 
questions of literary technique and criticism? Or 
perhaps, does 0rie mean a theory that provides a 
recipe for J.iterary works and liteL'ary, criticism? 
(Or worse yet, does it mean a theory that can be 
used to grind out university 'papers mechanically.) 
In either case, then no' such Marxist-Leninist 
theory exists,. and that is Marxism-Leninism's 
strong point, not its' weak po1nt. Marxism
Leninisin orients the' r.evolutionary struggle. It 
dOeS, not replace the need for revolutionaries doing 
their own analysis concerning the class struggle 
that faces them; it provides a framework for this 
analYSis, and is, in turn developed further by the 
hard work of the revolutionaries. This is true 
both.in politics and in literature. 

Literature is alive, and growing. And hence a 
correct literary theory should also' 'be alive. A 
final, complete and full theory would be a mistake; 
According to "Discontentec:l", complete theories do : 
exist. But I don't think Struggle should adopt one. 

But what about the theory of "aesthetics", the 
theory of the beautiful? Can one adopt a complete 
aesthetical theory, a theory that, by its very 
completeness, is ill'depep.dent of· the growing and 
living body of literature? -

Aesthetics in the old s~e was such a thing. 
It was the theory of ,abstract concepts of the 
beautiful, thesU:blime, the good, the creative, and 
it' was a part of the old philosophy. Playing 
with the concepts of the beautiful 8Jld the sublime 
was an important' part of many "complete" philo
sophical systems., But most of this type of 
literary philosophy has been supplanted by 
materialist views in tlie same way as the actual 
progress of natural science supplanted metaphysics 
and mUch of the old 'philosophy of science. 

-Discontented- o~ the Pun Literary 'l'IIeory 

, "Disc~ntented" believes that there should be a 
full literary theory. Since the literary debate~s 
'suppOsed to be on, the orientation for Struggle, I 
presume that he thinks that Struggle should be 
guided by such. a theory. He elaborates on why he 
thinks' Marxism-Leninism does not live up to, the, 
needed requirements. 

But how does he go about explaining the inade
quacy of Marxism-Leninism? 

/~ 
; 

" 
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Does he raise issues of revolutionary orientation 
and explain how Marxism doesn't provide a 
framework ,to deal with them? No. 

Does he give an' exposition of what Marxism 
contains and what it lacks? No •. 

,He counts pages.' 
That's right, he, counts the number of pages and 

books devoted to aesthetical subjects. This is tbe 
culmination of the years of careful and patient 
study he boasts about, of his concrete and factual 
knowledge, of his study of literary theory and 
literary works. 

, He writes: . 
"(a) In the classics, there is clearly a 

full theory 'of, say, the state or political 
economy: anyone familiar with Marxism 
can cite half-a-dozen standard, well
knoWn and pook length works which 
elaborate these full theories. There are 
no such workSt there is' no such elabora
tion of a theory of literature." (p. 42, 
col.2) 

So Marxism has a full theory of politics-
because there are books or:t It? All one has to do 
is count the standard, book length works? And' 
suppose, say, we want to apply Leninist united 
front tactics •. Are we forced to say that no such 
"fun, theory" exists, only "remarks", because just 

~' ' 

like the'case of literature there are not standard, 
book length works on the subject? 

I 'thi,nk that the criterion of counting pages 
means 'descending to the use of the methods of a 

,charlatan, or faker, who wants to impress everyone 
with his great knowledge \,but actu,ally presents 
nothing. ' , 

And the charlatan methods get worse as one 
gets deeper into his letter. 

It turns out that "Discontented" himself claims 
that there are full. Marxist-Leninist theories of, 
literature!!! After discovering 'that there is no 
such thing as a complete Marxist-Leninist theory, 
he then, discovers that there is such a theory, 
indeed many such theories. He writes that works 
ili~ , 

" ••• can reasonably be said to represent a 
full theory of literature, particularly in' 
the writings of Plekhanov and Lukacs. 
There i~ of course many another social
ist thinker who has written more or less ' 
extensively on literature. " (p. 42, col. 
2) 

'Well, I doubt that Lukacs work will turn out 
to be on the same level ¥ Plekhanov's. But that 
isn't the point here. "Discontented" believes that 
it is a defect for Mar:ic:ism-Leninism not to have a 
"full theQry" of literature; and here, 10 :and behold, 
he has apparently found his full theory. Maybe 
more than one, with' ea~h writer having his, OWn 
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theory, and Lukacs perhaps having ll)Ore than one 
(he was well-known for having changed his views 
at different periods). -

,But no. These are not "classic" works of ' 
MarXism-Leninism. And so" "Discontented" con
cludes, they don't count. This is like saying that 
physics or chemistry has not solved a problem un
less it is solved in the classic works of Isaac 
Newton or Lavoisier. 

"Discontented" explains that 'the works'o! these 
, authors contairi ' , 

"various, and sometimes very serious 
political failings ••• " (p. 42, col. 2) 

So he looks elsewhere to find models of com
plete literary theories. And he finds many of 
them, "most, notably" in " 

" .. '.Aristotle'sPoetics, Heg~l's Aesthetics, 
the aesthetical works of Kant and 
Diderot. These works form an essential 
part of th'e classical'heritage which the' 
historical culture of mankind has be
queathed ,to the proletariat and sclentinc 
socialism. 'They must be studied and 
highly valued, but they must be crlt1-j 

cally assimilated to the dialectical and 
historical material outlook~ n (p. 42, col. 
2, emphasis added) 

Now this is hard to understand. Plekhanov' 
and Lukacs have too many. poli tical errors,' so 
"Discontented" runs to Aristotle, Hegel,Kant, and 
Diderot. That makes' a lot of sense, doesn't it? I 

I wouldn't think so. But "Discontented" now 
switches to another use of the wor~l "classical". 
lie t~lls us that 

" ••• iIi another sense, the aesthetics, or 
theories of literature, found in historical 
culture do establish classical standards." 
(p. 42, ,col. 2) , 

So it all fits together. Plekhanov dOesn't 
count, because he is' not a classic writer. But 
Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, and Diderot count, J:)ecause 
"in another sense" they are class~ca'l writers. And 
fortunately, "Discontented" didn't think or this new 
standard. of "classic'al" until he left the realm or 
Marxist-Leninist writers and got back t() Aristotle 
and Kant. ' 

And he, managed to co me to all theseconclu
sions without telling the. poor reac!er a: single 
view held by these authors. This, in my opinion, 
is simple name-dropping. It is a charlatan method 
and has nothing to do with a serious discussion of 
the problems of revolutionary literature. 

Back to Arl8to.tle,. Kant. Hegel and Dlelerot 

Fuhnier stiU, is that these philosophers don't 
satisfy the criteria for a full theory set by "Dis
contented". If you, recall, Discontented counted' 
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.. the numbe~ of pa:g~sthe .works of Marx, Engels 
and' Lenin wrote an literature in order to conVince 
us that .there wasn't a full M~xist-Leninist theory. 
Why, where were the six full;"length books? 

So· letis look' at these philosophers. ' ])0 they 
have such writings?" .. 

. Rere, let me . stress, I. am not evaluati~g the. 
profundity of their ideas or. their role in history. I 
a:m' simply. pointing outwhathap,pens when you 

.'. ev~Iuat(!. them accordtng to the charlatan standard 
of page-counting. set by' "DiscQntented"··himself. 

Let's start' with Aristotle. . ' . 
. : tUs 'only Work'on literary theriry is the POetics. 

One typ~cal.· ed!tionof '. the COrDplete .Works of 
.. Aristo tIe In English has2,384pages~' 46 of them 

are' de'voted to the' Poetics.' . Aristotle spends far 
.' . more . time on biology and other subjects than on 

• Poetic's, which' Is .' a .rathershort· work, and cer-' 
~alnIy smaller. thaii the .. amount. of space in' the 
M atxis~" L.enln1st .. classics . on liter a ture. Aristotle 
himself spendsoveriwice .as much. ~pace on his 
Rhetoric,.which 1nAri~totle'sv1ew 'ist~e art of 
persuading . people 'as opposed to aesthetics. 

Then we move, on' to Kant. There we ~ind a 
strange thing tor. a man who is supposed' to have 
proVided a classical modelof.a full theory of 
U~era:ture. As a' philosopher, Kant wasn't even 
that interested in literature. Tha~ presum~bly, is 
why "Discontented" refers discreetly to his "aes
thetic.alworks" rather 'than his w'ritings on litera
ture. ,Kant's basic' aesthetical work is his 

.,·Critlqueot 'Aestheilq JUclgement, . which is the first 
·of·thetwo parts of'his book the Critique "9f 
. ~~ment.·· In the Oriliqueol Aesthetic Judgement 
t~e. theory ot'1it~rature is only a small part. Kant 
hims~lt, in hili introduction, refers to his interest 
ill the "transcendental aspects" of the theory of 

. aesthetics. and distingUishes it tto'm direct aestheti
. cal' work, which, he points out,. "will pursue its 
course in the future, as in the past, independen,tly 
ot such·1.riquiriestu.K:ant's ownl." 

.... I .So it· see~'that the·' number' of pages' and . 
. '. books ,only counts Where it: comes to .' Marxists. 
. '. " ..... Why,: yOU: ·i;lon,iteven· have't9b~ that1,Vorried about 
", . the practiQafprobleinS :of 'U:t~i'a~ure ·to pr6videa 

'.' : classical .model otitterary·theo'ry--provided you're, 
. !lot a Marxist, of' ti'ourse.· . ." . 

Well, : what about. Hegl!l? Although he wrote 
books on some subjects, hedld not write a book 

.on literary theory~Instead,his lecture on aes
theticS. wer.e later'. put: together and published as 

'.' . ·tlle.boo~; Ae!sthe~·: '.' .".' . . .' . . . 
, . Furtherm()l"e, ft may.be noted that. the Hegelian 
. '.:', : syste'm' waS thewc;,akest par.t OJ.. Hegel's work, the 
'. part. of Hegel's work that should notbe imitated in 

the slightest. It is preCisely the Hegelian claim to . 
'.:". . completenesS whiilh was its' mBjor flaw~ It con- , 
~~: sisted' ~n deducing the world.!.1'0 m the evolution of 

.. ". ,", 

p' 
0 •••• ; .... ; " '.: 

-,- ---r 

the Absoiute Idea. Hegel's work had vaiue despite 
his system, despite his "full" theories, not because 
of them. 

I do not know how extensi;ve Diderot's work on 
literature was, so I will have to leave him aside. 

, " . 

"Dle Theory: of Literature 
It As It Is Understood Tocl.aT' 

'But "Discontented" does have -some other 
criteria besides pages. He gives 

!fa s,eries of questions and' iSSUeS which 
have beco me essen1;ial and fundamental 
to the theory of literature as it is un
derstoodtoday." (p. 42, col.2) . 

Mind you, he doesn't do anything but list i~Su:es, 
often in ,the most abstract and hard to understand 
way. But he does give th~s list. 

This .list contains nothing about. thespecHic 
problems of building up revolutionary literature. 
It doesn't deal with .the relationship between revo
lutionary practice and the development o~ litera
ture and theory. Apparently it does include the 
big questions of the o.ld philosophy, with its dis
cussions about the relationships between the 
abstract ideas of,creativity, ~njoy"ment, beauty, etc. 
And he does use some ~atin phrases, so what he 
says must be profound. '. , 

So the question arises, when "Discontented" 
says that this is the theory of literature "as it is,. 
understood tQday", 'who exactly is he referring to?" 
Is he re'ferring to how' 1'1; is understood by present- . 
day Marxist revolutionaries? Or how it is under
stood by the, majority of contril?utors to Struggle 
and' other authors seeking to build up revolutionary 
literature? If .so, why aren't any of the problems 
that face revolutio~ary work in his list? 

Or is' he referring to it as it is understood in 
the inainstrea1m qultural circl.es of tC?day and in the 
universities?· . 

. Whatever he is referring to, it wo_uld have been, .. 
forthright ·to put it forward openly rather than 
pretending that his list is the only way things are . 

. done "today". ' ' . 
. And instead of saying which literary views are. .' 

.' corliect, or at least are' materialist, he concentrates" 
attention on "full theories of literature". 

"Back to Kant· 

He ended up repo mmending everyone study 
.' Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, and Dide~ot. 

Back at the turn of. th~ century, Bernstein . 
revisionism was spreading inside the German 
workers' movement~ On the philosophicai front, 
Bernstein and his followers put fo~ward "Bac~ to,'. 
Kant" as the alternative to supposedly crude, 
mechanical Marxist materialism. Kantianism was to 
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be combined with Marxism. articles as an assessment of Tolstoy's 
But "Discontented" has a far more compre- literary . achievement. " (p. 45; col. 1, 

hensive and tolerant plan on the literary front. emphasis as. in the originaU. 
He has in essence changed the slogan "back to the But in tliat case, why did he include. tnel?e 
classics" to "back. to Aristotle, Kant, Hegel, and very same articles as among "the most· irnpor'iaIlt 
Diderot". And do y'ou have another philosopher and pertinent for working out a theory of litera:" 
you prefer? Odds arethat "Discontente~' wouldn't ture", indeed as among those views which are 
mind adding him or her to the list as· well. "especially important"? Isn't this utter hypocrisy? 

"Discontented" is outraged by the observation . It is simply to prove his alleged loyalty 'to 
that he slavishly follows the current fashlon. But Marxism. For" him, Marxism in literature is no 
the eclectic mixing of contradictory philosophies, longer a matter of working hard to apply the rev
the replacement of the quest for consistency by olutionary materialist standpoint, which he holds 
the mixing. together. of an ill-sorted patchwork of does not provide the necessary complete literary 
"great ideas", is all the rage in liber~l university theory. Nor is it a matter of taking part in tl'j.e 
culture in the U.S. This eclecticism does not, of . struggle against bourgeois culture, which he. implies 
course, rule out putting "remarks~" of Marx and ",' that only "pure and re<;l" ignoramuses would worry 
Engels" into the patchwork.. .' about. Instead it is making a converttional bow. to 

No, "Discontented", it was not the job of this or that shibboleth •. Someone raises\ the .issue 
revolutionaries to stop work to read a,ny book or of "Lenin's articles on Tolstoy". Why, he'll show 

. any philosopher whose name you happen to' know. them. He'll include them in his list, while specify-. 
'On the contrary, it was your job to tell us what ing a little bit later that they don't apply to 
wonderful conclusions you reached from your literature, and also hinting that he has taken "ex
study of Aristotle, Kant,' 'Hegel, and Diderot, and ception to this [Lenin's] political ass~ssment".: as 
to provide research materials 'and documentation. 'well (p. '45, col. 1) . 
And if you reached no conclusions that are wor~hy Take. another passage in hi& letter· where. he 
of being told to us, then why are you recommend- puts forward his attitude to what Marxism is. He 
ing that revolutionary writers, who squeeze in pre- ridicules the idea that one would worry about what 
cious hours of writing between jobs, family, and 'is Marxist or anti-Marxist and reduces Marxism to 
revolutionary activism, should follow a path that only upholding certain conventional phrases •. 
has led you nowhere? Iri fact, your advice, if· . He writes: . 
followed by all revolutionary writers, would end "Indeed, my point is not to' argue 
artistic creation until well into the 21st century. that one· position is Marxist-Leninist anq· 

What's Left for Marxism? 

Since "Discontentedll demands a complete theory 
of literature, and looks towards Aristotle, Kant, 
Hegel and,Diderot for classical models of such a 
theory, what's . left for Marxism? 'What role does 
he give it? 

Well, he has a list of works fr9m Marxism.' It 
is rather arbitr~ry. But in his view, it includes 
the works that are 

I'the most important arrd pertinent for, 
working out a theory of literature" (p •. 
44, col. 2). 

Among these works, there are those, listed. un-
der the category (b), which he calls 

"specific letters and co mments ort 
literature which are especially impor
tant."(p. 44, col. 2) 

In this list he includes "Lenin's articles oJ;). 
rolstoy." . 

But· wait a minute. A few, paragraphs later he 
tells us that: 

"Lenin's articles are a correct assess
ment of the political role and stand of 
Tolstoy ... I have never taKen Lenin's 

• the other is anti-Marxist. That is the 
way :t find my respected opponent argue~ 
at every turn, and hence, . almost. at 
every turn, distorts the genuine nature 
of other differences •••• The is'sue, then, 
is· one of correctness or incorrectness, 
truth or falsity, right or wrong--it is 
not an issue of loyalty' or apostasy as, 
l$ay, the issue of upholding the historical 
necessity for ,the dictatorship of the 
proletariat is. The question, therefore, 
can only be settled in the manner of all . 
scientific questions ... " (p. 44, col. 1, :un-
derlining adGled) . 

According to this, you are loyal to Marxism if 
you uphold certain phrases, such as the lIhistorical 
necessity for the dictatorship of the. prolett;trjat" 
which are apparently supposed to 'be beyond the 

. issue of truth or falsity, right or wrong,. and the 
methods of scientific in.vestigation·. But once one 
gets to concrete questions, and issues ofr~ght qr 
wrong, one has' allegedly gone beyond ther.ealm of 
Marxism. . . " 

In fact, the view of ideology and politics he 
. puts forward throl,lghout the letter and the J.:!:terary 
debate has been one where politics and ideology is· .. 

.--
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an issue of 
"mouthing off ••• political and ideolo'gical 
opinions" (p. 45, col. 2). 

Or it is a question of "leaflets and .propaganda", 
crude things which he has, thank god, separated 
hims~\.1 from writing, produc~ng or" distributing. 
The idea that one has to use the most scientific 

. methods to engage in Marxist revolutionary poli
tics, the idea that the issue of truth and falseness 
is central to Marxist ideology, is utterly foreign to 
his conception. This, by the way, is completely in 
line with the view' of the Draft Letter that litera
ture must be something beyond the ideological 
sphere if it is to reflect life. , 

The Marxist view of literature beco mes reduC?~d 
to isolated comments and phrases. Indeed, since 
he denies the existence of !l consistent materialist 
or Marxist theory of literature, he is denying that 
there is a contex.t .to relate the comments to. In 
any case, as we shall see on the issue of' Balzac, 
'he really goes to extremes in tearing out of con
text any phrase which excites him by seeming to 
confirm some pet vi.ew of his. 

What Is Needed by Revolutionary Writers! 

How will revolutionary literature develop? 
Should every writer first study to be a literary 

theorist-and critic? Is the imPortant thing to. 
oevelop a "full literary theory"? But, according to 
the Draft Letter, whose main author was "Discon
tented", after 100 years no such consistent theory 
exists. Should we wait another 100 years before 
writing anything? ' . 

Or should revolutionary activists' actually write 
works and throw themselves into the .struggle? 
Should they study revolutionary theory, and 
should' they study the way the class struggle is . 

. developing,' the mood among the masses, the cur
rent state of revolutionary organization, and exam
ples from other countries? Or .should they get 
bogged down in every congeh~able ftill literary 
theort iri tbe worlar a 'pathtliat has led to few 
literary works of any sort, revolutionary, or bour- ' 
geois? . ' 

Of course theory will continue to develop. But' 
the basic materialist stand on literature already 
exists •. In all likelihood, further development will 
mainly come in conjunction with the development' . 
of, revolutionary struggle. As -Lenin pointed out, 

" ••• correct revolutionary theory ••• as
sumes final shape only in close connec
tion with the practical activity of a 
truly mass and truly revolutionary 

. movement." (-Left-wing- Communism, An . 
InfantUe Disorder, Ch. IT). . 

Going Beyond Ideology 

Another theme in "Discontentedrs" letter is his 
defense of the theories of the Draft Letter about 
literature going beyond ideology. As is his custo:n, 
as we have seen in the .case of his denigration of 
materialist theory on literature, he proceeds along 
two directions. On one hand, he denies that he 
would do such a dastardly thing. And on the 
other he argues at length that literature does 
indeed go beyond ideology. 

First he protests indignantly that he has been 
lied about again. He writes: 

"For my part,· I agree with the' basic 
stands of Marx, Engels, and Lenin 
t9ward literary phenomena. Of course, 
this means I co mpletely concur with the 
classic position that literature is both a 
class and ali ideological phenomena. I 
have :always maintained this view. As 
proof of it, I offer the Draft Letter. 
(Please take care, however, to distin
guish between the actual Draft Letter' 
and my respected opponent's commentary 
upon it, which succeeds in 'discovering' 
every conceivable anti- Marxist position 
in it.)" (pp. 45-6, underlining as in the 
original) . 

Here he poses as th·e. most orthodox of the or
thodox •. Why, you would M.rdly remember that he 
"agree[s] with the basic stands of Marx, Engels, 
and Lenin toward literary phenomena" only'after 
having stated that he doesn't, recognize these 
stands as b-eing a consistent line on literature and 
only after stating that it is Aristotle, Kant, Hegel 
and Diderot who set the standards for a "full" 
literary theory. 

But it gets better yet. . 
In the very.same paragraph where he beats his 

breast about how he upholds that literature is an 
ideological phenomena, he goes on to state that 

"What the' Draft Letter rejected, and' 
what I still reject, is that literature can 
be analyzed as/!f it were merely a polit
ical and ideological phenomena. and 
primarily a political and ideological 
pheno mena, as if it were merely a co m
pbnent of the ideological and political 
struggle in the same way that a piece of 
agitation or propaganda is." (p. 46, col. 
1, underlining as in the oFiginal). 

So it turns out that literature is not primarily 
an ideological 'phenomena. This means that litera
ture is primarily something' else. This means 
literature goes beyond ideology. 

So the Reply didn't lie about "Discontented's" 
stands. On the contrary, the ReplrPart Two had 
carefully pointed out that the Draft Letter was 

/ 

/ 
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willing to' admit that "ideology might have some 
role. Presumably it might be acceptable for such 
activities as conde~ing a Ram~ movie. BUt the 
real profound issues of literature allegedly go way 
beyond such cr'udities' as ideology." (Supplement, 
Jan. 1988, p.7, col. 2) So when the Draft Letter 
advocated that literature went beyond ideology, it 
meant that ideology might play some role, but a 
minor one. 'That's the meaning of the concept of 
transcending or going beyond ideology • 

. "Discontented" says that literature is not 
primarily an ideological phenomena. This is like 
saying that physics and chemistry 'are . scientific 
phenomena, but not primarily part of, science. 

This means that he denies that literature is 
part of the ideological superstructure. Instead of 
literature and,art being among the chief ideological 
forms used 'by humankind to deal the with the 
w.orld, the Draft Letter says th~t ideology is 
simply a: minor aspect of literature. This is quite 
different from the materialist concept of ideology. 
Marx for example, talks of 

" ••• the legal, political, religious, artistic 
or philosophic, in short, ideological, 
forms in whi.ch men become conscious of 
this conflict [in the economic base] arid 

. fight it out." (Marx's Prefa~e to the 
ContributIOn to ·the Critique of PoHUcal 
Economy) , 

As well, just. as the'Draft Letter did, "Discon
tented" presents ideology as consisting solJiy of 
direct agitation and propaganda, t~en in the nar
ro west sense. Here again, just as in the Draft 
Letter, he mentions political and ideological in the 
same breath in order to emphasize his narrow view 
of ideology. He doesn,'t even try to deal with the 
view that literature is ideological precisely because 
it reflects lite. For him, ideology is only political 
ranting and raving. For that reason, he accuses 
me of being guilty of holding the 

-"view that all literature merely consists 
in authors mouthing off their political 
and ideological opinions ••• II (p. 45, col. 2) 

"Discontented" goes on and stfl-tes. that: 
"The Draft Letter was arguing against a 
crude and mechanical application of 
methods of ideological and class analysis 

'in literature. The Draft Letter was 
arguing not for abandoning class and 
ideological analysis, but for taking up 
literary analysis." (p. 46, col. 1) 

Here again we "have "Discontented's" typical 
hypocrisy~ He vehemently states til-at he is only 

, against a"crude and mechanical application" of the 
materia!ist vi~w of ideology. But it immediately 
turns out that "literary analysis" begins where 
ideology ends. The "crude and mechan~cal ap
plication" of' materialism turns out to be applying 
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materialism at all once one gets to the really ~~ 
. portant part of literature. . Why, materialism might 
be OK for leaflets or for criticizing Rambo films. 
But not for dealing with the really important part 
of literat.ure. 

"Discontented" claims that the' analysis ot 
"romanticism",in the Draft Letter was a "concrete 
example" that sho~ed how he "refers to the class 
and ideological naturell of romanticism at "every 
turn"." Far from being a "concrete 'example", the 
presentation of romanticism was an absurd, series 
of arbitrary statements. ~pparently the authors of 
the Draft Letter felt that any slop could be .fedto 
the revolutionary activists. Aside fro m that, the 
purpose of the passage on romanticism was to 
prove that different classes can use the same 
lite~ary dev;tces~ Oh, what a great discovery. 

From this discovery the Dratt Letter proceeded 
to imply that literature goes beyond classes. This 
is because the important part of literature' 1s 
supposed to be. the various literary devices, it is 
these devices and styles that define literary trends 

"according to "Discontented", and these devices can 
be used by writers with differing views or from 
.differing classes. Both reactionaries and. 
progressives can write novels about a hero 
conquering difficulties, and such things are what 
define the important part ot literature for 
llDiscontented". Oh what profundity! What class 
analysis! 

Making the sign of the cross to ward off 
criticism, the Draft Lett~ at this point says 

"While literature is not above class, the 
trend'1l and styles of literature cannot be 
asumed to belong by nature to one class 
or another ••• " (Supplement, Nov. 87, p. 
24, col. 2) 

In other wor~, literature "is not above class", oh 
no, but the trends aJld styles which "Piscontented" 
takes to be the important part of literature are. 
indeed 'above class. The very next sentence after 
this muddle is the one that casts doubt on the. 
existence of bourgeois trends. 

So "Discontented" is citing the· very passages 
used to claim that literature transcends ideology 
as evidence of his belief in the. "class and 
ideological nature" of literature. What a farce! 
The only "class" and "ideological" aspect of this 
analysiS was it could use terms like "petty .bow;
geois" and "feUdalism" and "bourgeois monarchy". 
For decades, liberal anti- Marxist writers and other 
diehard anti-materialist,critics haven't shrunk from 
such terms. "at every turn". These terms' prove 
nothing: it is the content of the. analysis that 
shows whether it is materialist. But true to form, 
"Discon1;ented'" thinks that the "ideological-politi
cal" approach can be .identified with "mouthing off" 
with terms like "petty-bourgeois'! and"reactiomlry" 
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a,nq. "socialist". That's all it's supposed t,o take to 
give a "Marxist" analysis "at every turn". 

Theoretically, "Discontented's" views on how 
literature transcends ideology are one complete 

" muddle. This was explained in some detail in the 
Reply to the Draft Letter--Part Two (Supplement, 
25 Jan. 1988). If I have. time I would like' to be 
able to write another part of \his series in order 
to go a little further into this by dealing with the 
great discovery by the Draft Letter of "literature 
as literature" or, as "Discontented" puts it in 
Latin, literature "sui geperis". This is something 
like rediscovering the wheel. This is equivalent to 
the discovery of "war as war", i.e. that war has 
technical aspects as well as its aim. If it 'proves 
that· literature transcends classes, it w,ould. prove 
the same thing about war or politics or the build
ing of the state machine o,r any othe'r human (or 
inhuman) activity at all. Elevating the technical 
aspects above the content of literature amounts to 
taking the viewpoint of "art for art's sake". It 
contradicts the criterion of life that the Draft 
Letter claimed to hold. One might say that it is< 
one of the "classical" arguments of the "art fpr 

.... I art's sake" school of thought. 

The Example of Balzac 

The Draft Letter needed to find an exa mple of 
how literature could transcend ideology. So it 
picked the 19th century nQvelist Balzac. It stated: 

" ••• Balzac ••• despite his reactionary po
litical views wrote great novels of the 
highest merit for their content, for their 
accurate and truthful and critical depic-
tion of his society. If he had felt 
compelled to use his novels as a sound-
ing board for his political vie.ys--if he 
did not rather use them ,to portray life 
as he saw it (not his politics as he 
thought them)--he would be worthless 
then as now." 

I was quite happy with the example of Balzac. 
I asked "in what did Balzac's realism consist?" and 
showed that Balzac's work contradicted the teac::!h
ings of the Draft Letter. While the Draft Letter 
asked that revolutionary writers "advance beyond" 
the "plotting a book or file onto a poll tical
ideological grid", Balzac op~nly and consciously 

, used such a grid to examine France. The accuracy 
of his grid and of his examination of French 
society was at the heart of the value o.fhis work. 
If the authors of the Draft, Letter are serious in 
admitting that this resulted in a "accurate and 
truthful" depiction of reali ty, of life, then it would 
suggest that revolutionary artists should throw 
aside the advice about avoiding the "Political-
ideological grid". ' . 

Nor did he keep his views and politics out of 
his 'work--if anything, he Is one of the gr-eat 
opinionated writers of world literature. 'In order 
to achieve his realism, did he suppress his social 
and political views?, Not at all. He trumpeted his 
views in his novels. In so far as his views prob
ably oriented him to look closely into the 

'development of capitalism in France, these views 
cannot be divorced so easily from whatever value 
his novels may have. This suggests that a lively 
interest in politics, in the broad sense of the word 
of course, may be beneficial to writers" as it was 
to Balzac. Of course, the backward and reaction- J 

ary side of his views did affect his novels and 
\veaken their realism. 

Did Balzac Leave His Opinions 
Out of His Novels? 

But "Discontented" thinks he has an ace up his 
sleeve. ,"Discontented" doesn't believe that 
materialism is the needed l1full" theory of litera
ture, but he reduces Marxism, to a series of iso
lated "remarks" taken out of context. And he 
is ecstatic because, you, see, Engels said in a 
draft of a letter 

"The more the opinions of the author 
remain hidden, the better for the work 
of art." 

"Discontented" goes on to suggest that Balzac was 
a great realist precisely because he hid his 
opinions. , 

This is the one concrete assertion about litera
ture that "Discontented" makes in his new letter. 
This is the conclusion of his profound and deep 
study. Hide your views--the alleged essence of 
literary wisdom. . , 

For sure, this is one "remark" that "Dis
contented" has followed. He hid the Draft Letter 
and, his views on literature. And, as we have 
seen, he is still playing hide""and-seek abou,t his' 
views on Marxist- Leninist theory, on ideology, etc. 

"Discontented", who' Jays claim to being a 
master of concrete analysis who is valiantly fight
ing those doctrinaires; a,rgues for his views on Bal
zac and on literature by simply quoting a few sen
tences from Engels out of context. He jumps and 
dances 

"On the other hand, ... the respected 
Central Committee member merely 
brushes aside Engels' assessment of 
Balzac. Why? Why does the Central 
Committee, member, who insists there is 
a 'full' Marxist-Leninist theory of 
literature, who insists ·that. he upholds 
the 'classical' positions, why does he not 
tell us about Engels' 'materialist assess
mEmt' of Balzac? Is it because Engels' 

I 
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remark~ that 'The more the Opll1l0nS of 
the author remain' hidden, the better for 
the 'work of art'? Is it because Engels' 
remarks that, 'The realism I allude to 
may crop out eyen in spite of the, 
author's opinions.' Is'it because Engels 
concludes: 'That Balzac was thus co m
pelled to go against his own class sym
pathies and political prejudices ••• tha't I 
consider one of the greatest triumphs of 
Realism, and one of the grandest fea
tures in old Balzac.' Given the Central 

_ ,Committee memb.r'sview that alllitera-' 
ture t;nerely consists in authors mouthing 

'- off their political and ideological 
opinions--dressed out in suitable 'im
agery', ,to be sure--no doubt En.gels' 
statements make him a touch uneasy. 
(Given that my respected opponent is 
trying to whip up a campaign to drum 
me put of the revolutionary movement 
merely' because I agree with Engels' 
views and disagree with his, no doubt he 
is a little reticent to refer to Engels' 
'materialist assessment. ') If I may offer 
some advice: doh't try to sweep the dif
ference under the rug ••• " (p. 45, col. 2, 
e mphasis ad~ed) 

In his whole tirade, a few things are missing. 
"Discontented" doesn't dare explain in his own 
words what conclusiorts' he, draws from Engels' 
statements. He doesn't dare even repeat the 
assertions of the Draft Letter. He is going to be 
"safe" and, "classical" and just 'quote some sen
tences. How can anyone oppose him? Why, that's 
opposing Engels. . _ 

The implication of what he writ'es is that Balzac 
succeeded in, transcending classes by hiding his 
opinions. It wasn't Balzac's study of th~ class 
realities of France that accounted for his realism, 
not at all, it waS his hiding of his views. 

"llle Truth About Balzac 

"Discontented" hopes to get away with this 
fraud because few comrades have read Balzac. In 
fact, Balzaq- shouts his views from the rooftops. 
It's quite obvious fro m his novels. I doubt that 
this is even controversial among the legions of 
Balzac critics, no matter how much they differ on 
everything else. But in any case, all one has to 
do is read Balzac oneself. 

'Even "Dfs~ontented" probably realizes this. At 
the Jan. 18 forum in Buffalo on the literary debate 
he "triumphantly" cited Engels about Balz'ac in the 
above spirit (but far more briefly). He was asked 
whether he himself believed--not Engels, but "Dis
contented" himself--that Balzac kept his views out 
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of his novels. He waffled. He appeared to be Ita 
touch uneasy". So it turned out that he was 
citing Engels in grand tones as authority for a 
view that, he himself was unwilling to endorse. ,Is, 
this a honest method of investigating literary 
questions? Is this an honest and straightforward 
way of using quotations? ' 

And Engels'_ View of Balzac! 

If Engels had asserted that Balzac kept his 
views out, o'f his novels, then it would be a mis· 
take. Marx and Engels and Lenin are truly excep~ 
tional for the consistency and accuracy of their 
work over decades. But they were not super
human. A mistake on a particular, issue in. a 
draft of one letter is hardly a big deal. Nor does 
one study Marxism by just accumulating "remarks" 
without thinking. , 

But Engels wasn't mistaken. He said the exact 
opposite of what "Discontented" presents. True, 
Engels' draft letter is not so easy to read. It was 
not written for publication (nor do I know why he 
didn't send:it). It, and certain other letters, deals 
with the concrete assessments of the state of 
bourgeois and socialist culture' at the time, and it 
is not at all obvious today what was going on back 
then. Nevertheless, as one studies Engels! draft 
letter, it turns out that much of it was written al
most as if he were issuing a warnirrg against the 
views of "Discontented". 

Let's begin by putting back an additional sen
tence of Engels' which "Discontented" just in
nocently forgot about and omitted. Engels wrote 
that: 

"WeIll Balzac was a' Legitimist [a 
monarchist]; his gr~at work is .a constant 
elegy on the irretrievable decay of good 
society; his sympathies are all with the 
class doo med to extinction." 

What is an "elegy"? It is a lament for the, 
dead, or a mournful description of the present 
situation. For example, funeral orations when one 
gives one's opinion of great tragedy of the death' 
of a beloved one. This is hardly an example of 
literature· where the author leayes out his 
,opinions. 

So Engels actually said that Balzac was a 
monarchist whose books were a constant lamenta
tion on the decline of monarchist society. His 
works were full of the sympathy with the class 
doomed to extinction. And this is' precisely true. 

It seems ,to me that this probably clarifies what 
Engels meant when he stated that· 

"The reB;Usm I allude to, may crop out 
even in spite of the author's opinion." 

This wasn't an assertion that an author's views 
have no effect on the important part of his work. 
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It was an assertion that a writer may be a realist, 
"in spite of" the author trumpeting his 'opinions to 
the sky, just like Balzac did. It is a slap at th.e 
wideap-cea.d notion that the defining feature of 
r.ealisrn i$ tpe lack of viewpoint or opinions.-

Engels follows 'this statement by making sev
eral points. One is the sentence discussed above 
that the work of Balzac is an elegy on the decline 
of good society. The other is that Balzac was e?,-' 
trem~ly accurate 'concerning the history of French· 
society. On this subject, Engels wro~e: 

'" ••• Balzac whom I consider a: far 
greater master of' realism than. all the 
Zolas passes, presents, et a venir [past, 
present and future], in La Comedle 
Dumaine [a cycle of about 90 novels] 
gives us a most wonderfully realistic 
history of French 'Society,' describing, 
chronicle-fashion, almost yeaI' by year, 
from'1816 to 1848, the pl'Ogressive in
roads of the rising bourgeoisie upon the, 
society of nobles ••• He describes how 
the last remnants of this, to him, model 
society' gradually succumbed befoiethe 

I 

intrusion of the vulgar moneyed upstart, 
or were corrupted by him ••• ;... and 
around this central picture he groups a 
complete history of French society from 
which, even in ec.onomic details ••• I 
have learned more than fro rn all the 
professed historians, economists and 
statisticians of the period altogether." 

To me, this passage indicates that ~t is Balzac's 
accul'acy, his mastery of the actual evolution of 
French society, which was the key to his I'ealism. 
Engels praises him as mol'e accurate than his
torians, econoitrlsts and statisticians. 

(Oh ~orrors! IS' Engels calling him a realist 
precisely because his work can be read as a 
"sociol()gical t.reatise'" on French sdciety? After 
'all, "Discontented" ridiculed the rnaterialistassess
,ment of Tolstoy by claiming that it 

'i ••• mistakes a political assessment for a 
. literary one ••• [by coming] ••• to the 
conclusion that Tolstoy's work is of in
terest only because it can be read as a 
sort of sociological treatise on 19th 
century Russia." (p. 45, col. 1) 

Perhaps "Discontented" will explain to us why 
,Lenin's commen~s on Tolstoy can be ridiculed as 
only referring to Tolstoy as a sociologist, 
while Engels remarks on Balzac's realism are an 
example of the true literary analysis. Or will 
"Discontented" discover that Engels too should be 
ridiculed now that the true meaning of his state-
ment of Balzac is being brought forward?) . 

Due to his realism, Balzac not only showed the 
disintegration of the aristocracy, but even 

portrayed "the real men of the future" in the left
wing representatives of the masses. (This does 
not mean, however, that he. wanted their 'victory.) 
.But I suspect that this portrayal of the "men of 
the future" is actually an ex<;eption in Balzac's 
work, contained~ in at most a few places. It was 
not in the handful of Balzac's novels I read-":al
though they included many eulogies of the glories 
of the "inen--and women--of the past", so to 
speak. It probably was the crowning point of 
r.ealism in Balzac--but precisely that, the' crowning 
point, and not typical. 

By the way, what is the i<j}eological significance 
of Balzac's writihgs? 

In my view, it lies first and foremost in what 
he depicted, in what' he showed about what was 
happening in the triumphant bourgeois society in 
France. His monarchist raving, annoying as it' can . 
be, is not the key issue. 

In "Discontented's" view of the world, the 
ideological significance would lie in what Balzac 
"mouthed off". Hence the important part of Balzac 
would go beyond this ideology or "mouthing off~. 
And "Discontented" identifies this important part 
with literature '''as literature" or literature "SUi 
generis:' or' with "the literary' and artisti~" side of 
the work. .He presents that there is "mouthing 
off"ruid then there is literary technIque and 
li terary issues. 

But I think that the' ovet:all picture drawn by 
Balzac, a picture which' is far beyond simple 
"mouthing off", is actually completely tied in with 
class issues, with the "ideological-political grid"; 
and with ideology •. So I disagree with the separa
tion of literary works into ideological "mouthing 
off" and real ar~istic work. (However, of course I 
would not deny that there are bad literary works 
which really are just "mouthing. off" .) 

ReaUsm and the Strug~le of the 
Working Class 

But the fun has just begun. If one wants, to 
see what Engels meiult ,about "hiding views", one 
has to examine more than just the part of his let
ter on Balzac. After all, Engels gave Balzac as a 
counter-example to oppose taking his statement 
too far. ' 

It turns out that Engels' letter deals with the 
book City Girl by l\fargaret Harkness, who he was 
writing to~ He thought this was, overall, a fine 
work, ahd he praised it. But he did make a criti-. 
cism of it. And it is this criticism which is the 
context for all that followed it in the letter. 

lIe wrote that: \ 
"If I have anything to criticize, it 

would be that perhaps after all, the tale 
is not quite realistic enough •••• In tJ:1e 
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City Girl the working class figures as a 
.. passive mass, unable to help itself and 
not even making any attempt at striving 
to help itself. All attempts to drag it 
out of its torpid misery come fro m 
without, from above. Now if this was a 
cQrrect description about 1800 or 
1810, ••• , it cannot appear .so in 1887 to a 
man who for' nearly fifty years has had 
the honor of ~ha:ring in most of the 
fights of the militant proletariat. The 
rebellious reaction of the working 'class 
against the oppressive mediu;n ~hich 
surrounds them,' their attempts-"'convul
sive, half-conscious or consciolls--at 
recovering their status as human beings, 
belong to history and must therefore 'lay 
c lal in to a place in the do main of 
realism." 

For Engels, a realistic work should show the 
working class in struggle, and not just as.a: suffer
ing class. 

But, at the Jan. 18th forum in Buffalo and 
elsewhere, "Discontented" denounced such criteria. 
They are supposedl~ an example of imposing politi
cal criteria on literature. They are another exam
ple of the dread "political-ideological" method. 

1beCrltlc1sm of the Play on .the Home.e. 

. 'This came up in ius diehard opp~si~ion to any 
criticism of the "play on the. homeless·' (which is 
comrade Po yas , play. entitled Whoever, is in a hurry 
wUl never sto for me (the sudden adoration of. 
so-called friends • This criticism appeared in the 
ar·ticle Literature ~d the, Class Struggle. It 
pointed out that: 
. "The play, in essence, presents the' 

working class as a suffering class, but 
not as an active class. There 'was 
nothing about the struggle Q.!. the 
homeless, which is' rudimentary' at the 
present but not nonexistent. There was 
no connection to . any. struggle . at . all. 
The effect was not good. 

"But the image of the working class as 
a . suffering class does not go beyond 
what 'the liberal bourgeoisie will accept. 
What was new in the theory of Marx 
and Engels was not the :recognition' of 
the. sutferirtg of· the working class, but 
of its revolutionary character." (Supple-. 

. ment, 20 August 1987, pp~ 11-12) 
• Now opinions can differ over individual literary 

works. This was fK)inted out in the article 
Li_ature and ~e Class 'Struggle itself. -But this 
40es not mean that it is forbidden to 'discuss plays 
·and give opinions. . 
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In this' context, the main point of interest here 
is not whether the I play is good or bad, but 
whether it is permissible to exam1n~ ho w the piay 
depicts the working class. "Discontented" did not 
simply disagree with other comrades who criticized 
,the play, but he refused to treat SUch criticism 
seriously. He denounced such criticism as an ob
vious • blunder against the proper methods that 
should be used ,in literary analysis. It was not a 
question of whether this criticism was true or 
false, but that it was suppqsedly an example of the. 
dread "~litical-ideological" method, of doctri
'nairism, of failing to make literary analysis, and.so 
forth. . .' .. 

But it turns out that this criticism is quite· 
similar to Engels' _ approadh in the letter cited by 
"Discontented" himself. Since "Discontented" is 
urging the ilT.lportance of this\letter upon us in the 
strongest possible 'fashion, since he includes it in 
his list of the most important Marxist works on 
literature, and since he charges that I am per
secuting him for agreeing with this 'letter, then 
why is he so silent about what it contains? . Does 
he think it· was correct for Engels to regard 

• whether a work showed the working class in strug
,gle as an issue of realism, whUe it is incorrect for 
the revolutionaries of the present to do so? 

Of course, Engels thought that City GIrl was 
ov.erall a good work, while I think that the play 
on the ho meless was overall a poor work. But 
then again,. even the things th~t Engels praises 
about City Girl go against' the views of "Discon
tented". For example, he praises the "courage of a 
true artist" in violating "respectabil1 ty" by exposing. 
why the 'Salvation' Army has a hold over the mass
es. 

What, is 'this the· dread consideration of litera
ture as. a "s~ciological treatise" all ovet'agai~? 
And right in the middle of 8.st.ory of· love betray
ed! How could Marga~et Harkne~s, the authdr,- do 
such a thing? How could Engels praise it? This 
"sociological treatise" approach ("Discontented's" 
new term for what the. Draft Letter called the. 
"politicahideological"approach) is one of "Dlsco'u
tented's"! no-no'sthat h~ would bart from theprac
tice o~ write~s and literary critics. 

Stop, it may be said, Engels did not neces
sarily thirik.·that .every work had to show the 
working class in strUggle. He was not mechanical 
and rigid. He wrote: . 

"I must own, in your defense, that. 
nowhe~e in the civilized world are the 
working people less actively resist~nt, 
more passively submitting in fate than in 
the East End of London. And how do I 
know whether you have not had very 
go'od reasons for contenting yourself, far 
once, with a picture of the passive side 

'. 

. .... :,~.:~.,.:., 
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of working class life, reserving the ac
tive sIde for another work?" 

But then again, the article Literature and tl.le 
Class Struggle made the same point. It stated 
that: 

"Of "course, although proletarian 
litera~ure asa whole should show the, 
struggle of the working class, this does 
not mean 1;hat every individual item' of 
literature shows'sharp clashes,11 , 

It went on to consider whether the play on the 
nomeless might have other things that ~ould save 
it as a good work. 

On Deplctbig the Struggle 

One thing remains from Engels' dr!ift letter. 
This is his statement that \. ' 

"I am, far from finding fault, with 
your not having written a point blank 
socialist novel, a 'Tendenzrornan' 
[tEmdency novel] as we Germans call it, 
to glorify the social and political views 
of the I author. This is not at all what I 
mean. The more the opinions. of the 
author remain hidden, the better for'the 
worl< of art. II 

By saying this Engels 'stresses that his critki.'Wl 
of City Girl is not that comrade Harkness should 
have lectured to the reader. He thought that it 
went against re,alism to depict the working class 
without struggle. An image of the working class 

, struggle should have been created. 
However, Engels was not against .all tendency 

novels and plays either. 'Elsewhere he presents 
various tendency writers as making a contribution, 
but here too he advocates .that the I1tendencyl1 
should spring from the action of the literary work, 
and not from arbitrary lectures tacked an to it. 

In dealing with literary creation, our Party too 
has made, use of the idea that the ideology,should 
flow from the action, and not just 'be stated. 
This, by the way, is also Implicit in the view, 
ridiculed for some reason by '~Discontented", that 
writers strive to express' things in l1images,I1., The 

writer aims at creating a vivid image of the world 
to the reader. 

It can be noted that this principle often applies 
to leaflets as well as stories,' plays and other 
literary works. I1Discontented" appears to regard 
leaflets as the crude and uncultured realm of 
"mouthing offl1. But good leaflet writing is an art 
in itself. It'involves knowing one's audience in
t~mately. It involves not just telling the reader 
something, but considering what images will appeal 
powerfully to the reader,. will strike a chord in 
him, will 'inspire the conviction needed to make 
him take the risk to carry the leaflet into his 
workplace, show it to his coworkers, etc. A 
leaflet may carry logical or theoretical argumenta
tion, but it often carries particular images. 

Naturally, the advice to writers to show what is 
happening in the world, not just lecture on it, 
doesn't mean that aU statements of views must 
always be kept out of literature. For one thing, if 
one depicts a demonstration, for example, there 
will be the slogans and arguments that take pla:ce 
at the mass action. Then again, there are dif
ferent types of literature, songs, etc. An impor
tant part of our cultural work does involve setting 
slogans and political stands to music. This in
volves setting forward a political stand explicitly 
,t,ll 11 so:ne detail as well as also using images. 

But wait. I am qualifying Engels' ,statement. 
Is this a violation of the spirit of Marxism? 

But then again, Engels also qualified his state
ment. As if he had "Discontented" right in front 
of him, he immediately used the example of Balzac 
to show that whether ol!e put forward one's 
opinions wasn't the key is~ue. The issue was 
whether one realistically reflected what was going 
on in the world with accuracy (and artistry). 

So it turns out that the idea behind Engels' 
statements, statements which "Discontented" 
contends so bitterly are being ignored, ,have been 
8:t the base of much of our Party's literary and 
cultural work over the years. I have heard discus
sion cif these issues over the years, and I don't 
think "Discontented's" letter has added anything to 
this except liquidationist distortion. <> 

\ 
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REFERENOE MATERIAL: 
From a Draft ot a Letter from EDgel8 to Margaret HarkQ.ess 

Beginning of April 1888 ' 

Dear Miss H[arkness], . oppressiVe medium which surrounds· them, their 
attempts--convulsive, half-conscious or conscious--

I thank you ¥ery much for sending ,me through at recovering 'theIr status as hu.man beings, belong 
Messrs.Vizetelly your City Girl. [City Girt:' A to history and must therefore lay claim to a place 
Realistic Story by Margaret Harkness, who wrote iIi the domain of re~lism. , 
novels under the pseudonym John Law.]! have I am far from finding 'fault with your not 
read it with the greatest pleasure and avidity. It having written a point blank soc~alist novel, a 
is, indeed, as my friend Eichhoff your translator'" "Tendenzroman" [tendency novell as ~e Oermans 
calls it, ein kleines Kunstwerk [a small work of call it, to glorify the s,ocial and poli't,ical views of 
art); to which he adds, what will be satisfactory to the ,author. That is not at all what I mean. ' The 
you, that consequently his translation must be all more the, opinions of the author re:nain hidden, the' 

'but, literal, as any omission or attempted m'anipula- better for the work of art. The realism I all'ude 
tion could only destroy part of the original's value. to~' may' crop out' even in spite ,of the author's. 

What strikes' me most in your talebesi,des its opinions. Let me refer to an example.; Balzac 
realistic truth· is that it exhibits the courage of whom I consider' ,a far greater master of realism 
the true artist.- Not only in, the way: you tr~at than all the Zolas p'asses, pre!5ents et' venir 
the Salvation Army, in the teeth of· supercilious [past, present and future], in La Cornedie humaine' 
respectability, which respectability will perhaps gives us a most wonderfully realistic history of 
learn from your tale" for the first time, why ,the French "Society," deSCribing, chronicle-fashion, al
Salvation Army has such a hold on the popular most year by year ~rom 1816 to 1848, the'progres
masses. But chiefly in the plain unvarnished mari- siv,e inroads of the rising bourgeoisie' upon the 
ner in which you make 'the old, old story, the pro- society' of nobles, that reconstituted itself after 
letarian girl seduced by a mi¢ldle class man, the '1815 and, that set up again, as far as it' could, the' 
pivo:t of tbe whole book. Mediocrity would have standard of la ,vieille politesse' francaise[the old 
felt bound to hide the, to it, commonplace charac-, French ways]. He describes ho'w the last remnants 
ter of the plot under heaps of artificial complica- of. this, to him, model society gradually succumbed 
tions ~nd adornments, and yet would not have got before the intrusion of the vulgar moneyed upstart, , 
rid of the fate of being found, out., You felt you, or were ,corrupted by him; how the grande' dame 
could afford'to tell an old story because you could whose conjugal infidelities were but a' mode of as-
make it a hew one by simply telling it ~ruly. serting herself in perfect accorqance with the way 

Your Mr. Arthur G,rant is a masterp,iece.. she had been disposed of in marriage, gave way"to 
If I have anything to criticise, it w,ould be the bourgeoise, who corned her husband for cash 

that perhaps after all, the tale is not quite realis'" or cashmere; and around this' central picture 'he 
tic enough. Realism, to my mind, implies, besides groups a co mplete history of French Society from 
truth of detail, the truthful reproduction of typical which, even in economical details (for instance' the 
characters under typical circumstances., Now your' rearrangeme~t of rea~ and personal, pr.operty .after 
characters are typical enough, as far as they go; the Revolution) I have learned more than fro l1i all ' 
but the circumstances which surround them and the professed historians, economists and statis
make them.act, are not perhaps .equally so. In the ticians of the period altogether. "Well, Balzac w~s 
"City ,Girl" th~ work;ing class figures as a passive politically a, Legitimist fa monarchist]; his great. 
mass, " unable to help itself and not even making work is a constant elegy on the irretrievable decay 
any attempt lilt striving to help itself. All at- of good society; his sympathies are all with the 
tempts to drag' it out of its torpid misery corne class doomed to extinction. But for all that his 
frO"m without, from above. Now if this w8.sa s'atyre is never keener, his ironynever bitterer 
correct description abOut. 1800 or 1810, in the' than wnen he sets in motion the very men and 
days of Saint Simon and Robert Owen, it cannot women with whom he sympathises most deeply--tlle 
appear so in 1887 to a man who for nearly fifty nobles. And the only meh of Whom 'he always 
years has had the honour of sharing in most of, speaks' with undisguised ad~iration, are his bit.;.. 
the fights of t~e militant proletariat. The rebel- terest political antagoniSts, the republican heroes 
lious reaction of the working class against the of the CIo tre Saint Merri, the men, who at that 
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time (1830-36) were indeed the representatives of 
the popular masses. That Balzac thus was com
pelled' to go against his own class sympathies and 
politlcal prejudices, that he saw the necessity of 
the downfall of his favorite nobles, and described 
them as people deserving no better fate; and that 
he saw the real men of the future where, for the 
time being, .they alone were to be io~d--that I 
consider one of the greatest triumphs of Realism, 
and one of :the grandest. features of old B~.lzac. 

I must own, in- your de'fence, that nowhere in 
the civilized world are· the working people less 
actively resistent, rJ¥)re passively submitting to 

. fate, more hebetes [dulled,] than in the East End 
of London. And how do I know, whether you have 

not had very good reasons for contenting your
self, for once; with a picture of the passive side 

. of working class lite, reserving the active side for 
another work? 

; 

From "Marx: and ,Engels on UtetJ.ture and Art, 
a Selection of Writingslf, edited .by Lee ~a~dall 

, and Stefan Morawsky,Telos Press. pp. i12-1l6~ 
The entire ~x:tract, as contained there, Is re
produced above: EngeLS wrote tfrls draft of 'the . 
letter to Harkness in EngUsh. Unfortunately the 
collection doesn't say how thiS differs from'the . " 
final form of the letter (if indeed there was a . 
final form). <> '. 

. ARTlICLES IN THE SUPPLEMENT O~ TIlE LITERARY DEBATE 

August 20, 1987: 
Editorial: On the literary debate 
Literature and the Class Struggle 

Septemb~r 10, 1987: . . 
Correspondence: Redwing on 'the literary debate' 

October 20, 1987: . 
Correspondence on the literary debate: 

--Chairman of Prisoners United for Revolutionary Education 
--Fro m" a, Los t\ngeles supporter '.,' 

November 10, 1987: . 
Editorial: New developments in the literary debate 
Draft letter on the f~rst ~ssue of Struggle 

. , 

) In defense of revolutionary literature: 'A reply to the draft letter -- Part one 

December 20, 1987: 
Correction to the article "New developments in the . literary debate" 

January· 25, 1988: 
A reply to the draft letter -- Part two 

February 20; 1988: 
C9rrespondence on the literary debate: 
Statement by one of the authors of the draft letter 
and comment by the Supplement 

May 15, 1988:' 
Correspondence on the literary debate: 
"LOyal reader" on the literary debate 
and comment by the Supplement 

June 15, 1988: . . ' .. 
Letter' from "Discontented", the main author of the draft letter . . 
A reply to the draft letter -- Part three (in resp<?,nse to the letter from "Discontented"} 
Reference materials:.From a draft of a letter of Engels to Margaret I!arkness 

Plekhanov on ideology and 'artistry in D:>sen's plays 

'. 
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Reference, materia). for Reply to the Draft Letter-Part 'lbree 
PJ.BI[JIANOY ON IDEOLOGY AND THE ARTISTIC ELEMENT IN IBSEN·S PLAYS 

~, 

The following excerpts are from 
Plekhanov's article HenrIk Ib8en, written 
on t~e occasion of Ibsen's death in 
1906. (The complete article can be 
f()und' in Vol. V of his Selected 
PhfJo8opbJcal Works.) In my view, the 
\. . , 
important part is not Plekhanov s 
opinion, of whether Ibsen really is the 
best' dramatist of his time or not, or 
what ,one thinks of, Shakespeare, but 
the discussion of the role of ideology in· 
Ibsen's' works and the reasons for a 
definitefrustraUng element. in his plays. 
As a person who read 'a lot of Ibsen 
many years ago, I found this article 
fascinating.' Plekhanov's work varies. in 

. \ 
,quality; it can falll in the mud as well as 

provide detailed elaboration that is often 
not available elsewhere. This w~rk,in 
my view, contains some 'truly beautiful 

. passages. Anq it provides a discussion 
of the role of ideology in ,art' that may 
perhaps be of so me use to therevolu-
tionary 'artist. _ 

It seems to me that, in the passage 
that begins "If I were an opponent of 
ideology in art ••• ", Plekhanov wrltesal
'most as if he were dealing with the cur-: 
rent literary debate. Ina way, he was. 
The arguments' of the Draft .Letter 
against the materialist view of literature 
are hardly as origina~ as "Discontented" , 
its main author, likes to think. 

Let us begin with a passag.e fro m 'the 
beginning of Plekhanov's a'rticle. (In' 
the quotations'from Plekhanov below, all 

. boldfacing was italics in the original.) -
" 

* * * * 
In, the person of, Henrik Ibsen (born in 1828) 

we have lost one of the most ,eminent and most 
attractive writers of c()ntemporary worldliterattire. 
As a dramatist he probably has no peer among his 
contemporaries.,.. 

Those who ·co mpare him to Shakespeare are 
guilty of obvious exaggeration, 9f course. As ar-

• t1s~ic works his dramas could not have attained 
the heights of Shakespeare's drainas even if he had 
possessed the colossal power of Sh~espeare's 

talent. Even then they would have revealed the 
presence o~ a certain inartistic, I would even say, 
anti-artistic. ele;:nent. Anyone who. reads anc;l 
rereads Ibsen's dramas carefully cannot fail to 
notice the presence of this element in them. It is 

,; thanks to, this element that his dramas, full of 
totally absorbing interest in some places, become 
almost bori~g in others. 

If I werE;! an opponent of ideology in art, I 
would say that ,the presence of. the element in 
question.tn Ibsen's dramas is explained by the fact 
that they are saturated' with ideas. And this 
remark might appear a~ first glance to be very 
apt. 

,But it could "only appear so at first glance. 
Given a more li;ttentive attitude to the matter 'on~ 

; would have to reject this explanation as totally 
unfounded. 

What is the right explanation then? I will, tell 
, you. 

Rene Doumic rightly said that Ibsen's distin
guishing feature as an artist' was "his lovd of, 

'. ideas, i.e.) his moral disquietude, his' preoccupation 
with problems of conscience, his need to bring a~l 
the events of daily life into a single focus". And 

,'this feature, this 'ideological commitment, taken. in 
itself, is not a defect, but, quite the reverse, a 
great merit. 

It is thanks to this feature that we love not 
only Ibsen's dramas, but Ibsen himself. It is 
thanks to this that he was able to sa'y, as he did 
in a letter to Bj8rnson of December 9, 1867, that 
he _ was in earnest in the conduct of his life • 
Finally, it is thanks to this that he became, as the 
selfsa.me Doumic puts it, one of the greatest 
teach~~s _of "the revolt of the human spirit''. 

Preaching "the revolt of the human spirit" does' 
not in itself exclude artistry. But this preaching 
must be clear and consistent, the preacher I must 
understand fully the ideas that he is preaching; _ 

, they must become part of his flesh ~nd blood, they 
'must not embarrass, confuse and hamper him in 

: the moment of artistic creation. If, however, this 
;1 essential condition is absent, if the' preacher is' not 
'fully mast~r of his ideas, and if, moreover, his 
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ideas 'are unclear and incol1sistent, the ideological 
element will have a harmful effect on the artistic 
work, it win make it col<;1, wearisome and tedious. 
But note that the guilt does not lie with the ideas 
here, but .with the artist'~ inability to understand 
tYl.efu, 'with the fact that for some reason or other 
h~;' 'did not become fully ideological. Thus, con
trary to first appearances, it is not a question of 
being ideological, but, quite the reverse,of not 

, I 

being sufficiently ideological. ' 
Preaching "the rev~lt of the human spirit" lent 

an element· of loftiness and attractiveness to ib
sen's work. But in preaching this ""revolt", he 
himself did not fully understand to what ,end it 
should lead. Therefore, as always happens in such 
oases, he cherishes "revolt" for "revolt's sake". 
And when a person cherishes "revoltll for "revolt's 
sake", when' he himself does not understand to 
what end revolt should lead, his 'preachingin
evito!\.bly becomes vague. And if he thinks in im
ages, if he is an artist, the vagueness of his 
preaching is bound to lead to insufficient disJinct
ness in his images.' The element of abstraction 
and scheinatism will invade his artistic works. And 
this negative element is undoubtedly present, to 
their great detriment, in all Ibsen's ideological 
dramas. ' 

Let us take\ Brand, for example. Doumic calls 
the morality of Brand revolutionary. And it is 
urtdoubtedly so, in 'that it "revolts" against bour
geois vulgarity and haIf-heartedness. Brand is the 
sworn enemy of all opportunism, and considered in 
this light he is very similar to the revolutionary, 
but only similar a~d only in this light. Listen to 
his speeches. H~ ,thunders: 

Come thou, ~ung D18Jl"'-fresh and tree
Let a lite-breeze lighten thee. 
Prom this dim vault's clinging dust. 
Conquer with' me! For thou must 
One day waken, one day rise, 
'Nobly break with compromise;-
Up, and fiy the evll days, 
Fly the maze of middle ways, 
Strike the foeman full and 'fair, 
Battle to the death declare! 

This is quite well put. 'Revolutionaries willingly 
applaud such ,speeches. But where is the fo'eman 
whom we must "strike full and fair"? For what 
precisely are we to declare hattle to the death? 
What is the '~all" which Brand in his ardent 
preaching sets against "nothing"? Brand himself 
does not know. The'refore, when the crowd calls 
out to him: "Show the way, and we will follow!tI' 
he can offer them only the following. program of • 
action: 

Over frozen height and hollow, 
Over all the land we'll fare, 
Loose, each soul-destroying snare 
That this people holds In fee. 
Lift and lighten; and set free, 
Blot the, vestige of the beast, 
Each a Man and each a Priest, 
Sta}DP anew the outworn brand, 
Make a Temple of the land. 

Let us see what we have here. 
Brand invites his audience to break with com

promise and energetically get down, to work. 
What is this work to be? They are to "lift and 
lighten" the people and loose them from the "soul
destroying snare": blotting the vestige of the 
beast, i.e., teaching all people to break with com
promise. And what will happen when, they do? 
Drand does not know, por does Ibsen himself. As 
a result of this the fight against compromise be
comes an a,fm in itself, i.e., it becomes aimless, 
and the portrayal of this fight in the' drama--the 
journey by Brand and the crowd thatis following 
him "over trozen height and hollow" is not artistic, 
but, perhaps, even anti-artistic. I do not know 
what impression it made on ,you, but, it make me' 
think 'of Don Q~ixote: the skeptical remarks which 
the weary crowd makes to Brand aret'nost 
reminiscent. of the remarks which Sancho Panza 
makes to his chivalrous master. But Cervantes is 
laughing, whereas Ibsen is pr~aching. Therefore 
the comparison'is not at al advantageous to the 
latter. 

Ibsen attracts one by his "moral disquietudell , 

his interest in matters of conscience, the moral 
nature of his preaching. But his morality is as 
abstract, and therefore as lacking in content, as 
that of Kant. 

\ 

* * * * * 

Plekhanov cont4lued further. I am 
particularly fond of the analysis of the 
play An Enemy of the People. In gener
al, Plekhanov sho ws- how Ibsen fought 
against the stultifying atmosphere of 

-conformity and half-heartedness and op
portunism that he' grew up among and. 
that oppressed him. But Ibsen didn't see 
the class strtutgle I as the way out, 
probably due to the undeveloped nature 
of the class struggle in his native Nor
way during his formative years. Blind 
to the class struggle, he did not know 
what was the path out of the bourgeois 
an,d petty-bourgeois marsh that he so 
hated. ' • 
, This affected all his views. For ex-



ample, Plekhanov pointed out that Thsen 
,was apolitical (non-political). This was 
the result of his.righteous- anger against 
the petty-bourgeois and bourgeois politi
cians. Ibsen' identified all poll tics with 
the opportunist politics of the petty-

. b()Urgeois an~ bourgeois politicians. It 
didn't occur to hii'n that there was a 
revolutionary politics which had an en
tirely different nature. 

Ibsen's apollticalness underhuned his 
struggle against the marsh. His attempt 
to espouse an apolitical liberation, an 
individualist liberation without the revo
lutionary movement, ~et him into a 
quagmire. 

It seems to me that many of Thsen's 
attitudes can still be seen among many 
people today who hate the bourgeois 
atmosphere but can't see the path out of 
it. 'This is particularly true in these 
days when the working class moverp,ent 
is in its agony. In general, Ibsen's 
stand is one of the typical attitudes ,in 
class society. And this gives an added 
interest to the analysis of, Thsen's plays. 

Below is an excerpt fro ill near the 
'end of Plekhanov'&,' article, where he 
points out that Thsen's weaknesses, that 
harmed his literary works, helped their 
reception in bourgeois society. 

* * * * * 
••• In them [Ibsen's plays] his thought, renains 
apolitical in the broadest sense of the word, i.e.,_ 
aDen to social questions. In the m he preaches the 
"purification of the will", "the revolt of ,the 
human spirit", but he does not ,know what' aim the 
. flpurified will" should set itself, or against what 
social relations the human spirit "in revolt" should 
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fight. ,'!'his again is a major detect, but this 
major defect ••• was also bound to proll1ote Ibsen's 
success greatly in the "thinking circles" otthe 
c~pitalist world. These circles could sympath'lze 
with "the revolt of the hUman spirit" as long as it 
took place for the sake of revolt, La., lacked an 
aim, Le., did not threaten th'e extatlng 80c1al order" 
The "thinking circles" of the bourgeois class could 
sympathize greatly with Brand Who promised: 

Over frozen height and hollow, 
Over all the land we'll tare, 
Loose each' soul-destroying snare 
That 'this people holds in tee, - , 
Litt and Hghten, and Set tree •••• 

. . 
But if the selfsame Brand had made it clear 

that he was lifting and lightening souls not ,only 
in order to make them walk over frozen height 
and hollow, but also in order to arouse them to 
take ~o me d~finite revolutionary action, the 
"thinking circles" would have looked upon him' in 
horror as a "demagogue" and declared Ibsen to be 
a "tendentiouS writer". And here Ibsen would not 
have been helped by his talent, here it 'Would have 
been obvious that the "thinking circles" do not 

, possess the receptivity necessary for the apprecia- . 
tion of talent. 

It is no w clear why Ibsen's weakness ••• not 
only did not harm' him, but was to his advantage 
in the opinion of the greater part of the reading 
public. The "ideal' people" ••• in Ibsen are vag'ue, 

. almost c071Pletely l;ifeless characters. But this was 
necessary for their success in the opinion ot the 
"thinking circles" of the bourgeoisie: these circles 

'can. sympathize only with those "ideal people" who' 
show nothing but a vague, indefinite striving "up
wards" and are not guilty of a serious desire to 

. "here on our good earth set up the kingdo to of 
heaven". ,<>' 

.~ 

I 
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CORRESPONDENCE ON THE LITERARY DEBATE: 
. LETl'ERFROM "DISCONTENTED" 

The following document is printed in its entirety. Minor typographical corrections have 
been made; where the intended meanmg was absolutely clear such corrections are made with
out any indication. The original C?py used a system of abbreviations CJ?L fqr Draft Letter, S 
for· Struggle, etc.) For ease of reading, these abbreviations,have been all been expanded. 
Quotations have been indented to set them off in the style frequently used in the suPPle
ment. Where possible, lengthy quotations have been cheaked against the originals and page 
references have been added; t~is or any other addition is marked by being included in square 
brackets D. COl\lment-s 'in round parentheses 0 were present in the original. Underlining is 
as in the original. . Boldfacing has. been added. 

A reply to this letter is contained in the article In Defense of Revolutionary Liter_ture
Part DI: lIateriaHsm and Marxism-LenInIsm or Aristotle and Kant beginning on page 19. 

The document is preceded by a cover letter from "Discontented". 

March 20, 1988 

Cover letter to· the editor: 

I submit the enclosed ~etter for publication 
under the following conditions: 

1. 'it is print.ed in its entirety and without 
headings provided and inserted by the editor; 

2. it is printed above the. by-line 
·"Discontented". (Needless tp ~ay, aside from this 
you have the right to ·refer to me in any way you 
choose -- inaeed, you have already taken numerous 
Uberties in this regard.) 

As the letter itself clearly indicates, the
present submission really discusses only one 
question •. The further points I have to make are 
currently in various stages of completion.·· I 

. intend, as they are finished, to submit them for 
p~~illooin~~~~~MW~. ruOO~~M 
editor, you determine what is printed. But you 
should know that the current submission, together 
with the other parts in preparation as they become 
complete, i.s being circulated by me to all those 

I 
whom I have known over the years and whom· I 

. believe have an interest in this question. 
"\ 

Sincerely, 
Discontented 

[N,ame omitted] 

To . the editor of the Workers' Advoca~e Sl.lpple
ment, 

As the main author of the Draft Letter, I would 
. like to be afforded the opportunity to address the 
readers of the Workers' ~dvocate Supplement. 

In the firs t place, re~ardin~ my actions in the 

summer of 1985. I made a serious error in not 
communicating my views at that time ,to the lead
ership: of the Marxist-Leninist Party. They 
deserved better from me, as indeed did all the 
members and supporters of the Marxist-Leninist 
Party and the supporters of Str:uggle. This was a 
gross failure on my pal"t to faithfully execute the 
duties the Party entrusted to me. Further, once I 
made known my criticisms of Tim Hall's editorial 
in the firsr issue' of Struggle, including by reading 
portions of the Draft Letter to three comrades 
. who at that time were friends of long standing, it . 
was especially incumbent upon me to finis~ the 
drafted letter and submit it to Struggle •. I did not 
do so and this was clearly a violation of revolu
tionary morality, and a breach of the. l1\Ore general 
norms of principled conduct. I publicly apologize 
to Tim Hall for this. Finally, the editor of the 
Workers' Advocate Supplement and a Central Co m
mittee member of the Marxist-Leninist Party insist 
that. my conduct had a detrimental effect on 
Struggle and the Party's work on the literary and 
cultural front. Not. myself being in a position t() 
judge this, and notwithstanding my unshaken con
viction that my views are cor.rect, I must defer to 
their insistence.· Any harm done to the Party's 
literarY. and cultural .work by my conduct in the 
summer of 1985 I sincerely regret. 

There are several criticisms concerning the 
recent behavior of the Workers' Advocate Supple
ment editor and the Central Committee member· 
polemicizing against "the discontented" that I also 
have to make. If dis9ussing these requires more 
time and space than the discussion of my own er
rors, I ask my readers not to assume that this is 

. because I feel the significance of the former out-.· 
weighs that or the latter. I shall allow my reader 

-., 



to ponder their relative weight for themselves. 
For my part, I am' well aware th~t another's fail
ings, however. gross, can never 'legitimat~ly serve 
.as an excuse '01" pretext fqr mitigatfug one's own. 
I 'only seek to make a clear statement of some ''Of 
my strongest objections to' the, . conduct of' this 
polemic by the Workers' Advocate Supplement 
editor and Central Committee member. ' f 

In the Nov. 1987 issue of the Workers' Advo-, 
, cate Supplement, the Central Committee member 
, writes: 

' .. "Only comra'des who were bUnded by the 
desire to charge the party and the revo-. 
lution with sectarianism and, dogmatism 
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they are now throwing .it aside as ir
relevant. That is, their l"ight, of 
course. There is no law requiring one 
to be a revolutionary or a communist ,-
quite the contrary. But it, is equally 
our right to laugh at them when they 
try to overturn the most scientific 
theory,ever developed' to guide the 
struggle of the oppressed for liberation 
by saying that this theory doesn't exist, 
This is the same way that bourgeois 
professors mock at Marxism in the eco- I, 

nomic, poUtical,' or other fronts." (p. 

and doctrinairism could think Struggle 
groups' together iactivist-poets' who 
'raise a passionate and militant cry, of 
protest' with 'the fascist Ezra' Pound 
and the clerical aristocr;at T. S. Eliot'." 
[the Supplement, Nov. 10, 1987, page 14, 

17, [col. 2], Nov. 81 Workers' Advocate 
Supplement) 

" 1 certalnly cannot deny that I resigned from the' 
" Marxist-Leninist Party, w.hich I assume is the ac

'\ tion referred to and justifying the first series of 
i 'remarks cited ab'ove. Nor can I deny that I am a 

col. 1l " 
I categorically deny that I have' ever proceeded in 
any of my actions out of a desire. to attack, de-', 
notince, charge or otherwise harm. the party and' 
the revolution. . The Central' Committee member's 
remark is indecent. It is also more than a little 
disingenuous, .. since not Struggle but Tim Hall, in 
his first editJrial (Spring, 1985 issue), created the 
impression that he grouped activist poets together 
with the followers of Pound and Eliot, arid that he 
felt Struggle was in opposition to them •. 

Indeed, the editor of' the Workers'.Advocate 
Suppiement. and the CC mernbeJ;" repeatedly assert 
that I attacked and' denounced Struggle. This is 
not true. M'y criticiSms,· neither "attacks" nor 
"denunciations", were directed against' certain 
views, expressed and st~nds maintained in an 
editorial written by Tim Hall. They' Yiere not 
directed against Struggle as a whole, certainly J;lot 
against its contributors nor their. contributions. By 
misrepresenting criticism of- Hall's views and ap
proach as an' "attack~' 'and "denunciation" of 
Struggle, the Workers' AdvOcate SuppleDM,mt editor 
and Central Committee member create the fal$e 
impression tha,t I set mys~lf in antagonistic con
tradiction with the contributors to Struggle, their 
work,. and, indeed, to the whole trend of proletar-:. 
ian literature. Not so. T am still an' ahtagonist 
against the stance maintained by Hall in that first 
editorial, but I am Iiot now nor have I ever .been 
an antagonist agai~>t Struggle.' 

In the section of his ReplrPart' One entitled' 
"Casting aside' revolutionary theory", the Central, 

PhD candidate at the university, which I assume is 
the social status apparently linking a discussion of 
my views on literature' with the last point con
cerning professorial opposition to Marxism. But I 
can and do deny that I have ever tried to over
throw Marxist-Leninist theory and that I ever 
said that this theory does not exist (m!). 

, In the Nov .. 87 Workers' Advocate Supplement, 
the editor states: 

"Nor, despite the ac~usation that we 
have ~stoJ;ted someone1s view, have we 
yet been presented with any particular 
example of what view' we distorted." 
[page 11, col. 2, in the section "On the 
draft letter to Struggle''] 

Respected co rnrade editor, if you consider monger
ing 'motives to impugn your opponents with' the 
brush of counter-revolution and anti-Partyism a 

'tdlstortlon, then you hav:e now been presented: 
with one particular example. If you. consider. 
repeatedly misrepresenting a criticism as an attack 
and denunciation a distortion, then you have 
another. 'And if you consider the filthy practice 
of putting obviously anti-Marxist ideas and words 
(into the mouths of those' you disagree with in 01"

. der to ,discredit them a distortion, then you have 
a third. . ' 

" Finally; b~fore advancing to the issues of sub
stance, let me clear up one further point. The 
Workers' Advocate Supplement editor has ~tated 

... that the authors of the Dra:r:t Letter ppposed an 
open discussion and debate. Not true. I welco rne 
it.· "That dbe~ not Inea~ however, that I welco;ne ' 

, participating in this debate as the "deSignated 
Committee member opines: 

"The authors of the draft letter used 
to accept the Pal\typrogra"m and regard 
M arxis 111- Leninism as the theoretical 
basis for the proletarian movement. But 

defender of the anti- Mardst line". It just seems 
S to me that 'designating the right ideas fro In the 
'; w.rong ones· prior to the commence'n,ent of the 
. discussion, while it facilitates organizing the 

speotators into appropriate claques, also relnoves a 

.~ 

'1 
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great deal of the interest and all of the point to 
having a debate in the first place. Nevertheless, 
as I am eager for the discussion, I shall labor un
der this disadvantage and take some solace in the 
knowledge that someone, after all, has to play the 
"heavy". ' 

L The Marxist~Leninist Theory of Literature 

My respected opponent states in the 'Nov. 87' 
Workers' Advocate Supplement that there is a 

"full Marxist-Leninist theory of litera-
ture" [page 17, col. 2.1, 

although.(he adds) many comrades have yet to find 
"the time to read it. I request that tve Central 
Committee member facilitate the st\ldy of this 
"full" Marxist-Leninist theory of li tel'ature by 1. 
providing a bibliography;' and 2. setting out in a 

, brief statement its basic features, for surely he· 
has found the time to read and study it and can 
make a clear, non-polemical statement ,of it. Once 
this is done, I will of course reassess my own 
conclusions. But unless and ~ until this is done, I 
can only continue to maintain the view I herein 
set forth. 

After all, I am not 'prepared, and I do ~ot think 
that it is appropriate, to abandon views which I 
have worked out only in the course of many years 
of study, study of literature, study of Marx, Engels 
and Lenin's remarks on literature, study of the 
works of other theorists who have !iddressed the 
subject. I am forced to make this assertion out of 
fairness to myself, since my respected opponent 
has any number of times attacked my intellectual 
honesty, declaring without proof or concern for 
substantiation that I copy, my ideas from the 
bourgeois intelligentsia, am a slave to the current 
fashion, etc., etc. No, my good sir, the slanderous 
assertions and innuendos of those so carried away 
with self-righteous zeal that they \ no longer 
respect simple fairness· and honesty -- slander I 
say cannot make a man's character nor pass for 
long as a. meaningful judgement on the value of 
his work and ideas -- even if they succeed tem
porarily in defa~ing him, even iftbey succeed 
among those who know better. 
. But at the same time, I have no grand preten

sions about my views. I do not for a moment 
believ'e, nor do I suggest, that every thing I 
think, write and say is the last word of science. 
r do not put it forward as nor asI< that it be made 
obligatory, that all who are Marxist-L~ninist and 
progressive adhere closely to it, etc. I rather of
fer my ideas in the manner in which I.have always 
understood reasonable and honest people proceed in 
serious .discussions: they express their views 
straightforwardly, with co'riviction and passion, but 
they do not insist that it is a' matter of loyalty to ' 

Marxism-Leninism, to the revolution, that all agree 
with them. They do no suggest that those who 
"dare" to disagree are traitors, apostates, no good 
copyists and bourgeois' faddists. No, that to 'TlY 
mind at any rate, is not the attitude of honest and 
reasonable men.' But' I digress. ~ 

(1) There is no full theory of literature in the 
classic works of scientific socialism, the works of 
Marx, Engels and Lenin. 

(a) _ In the classics, there is clearly a full' 
theory of, say, the state or political economy: 
anyone familiar with Marxism can cite half-a-dozen 
;>tandard, well-kno'wn and book length works which 
elaborate these' full theories. There are no such 
works, there is no such elaboration of a theory of 
literature. 

(b) In the' nbn-classical works of socialist 
thinkers (for want of a better category fOl" a 
rather disparate group), there are works-- which can 
reasonably be said to represent a full theory of 
literature, particularly, ,in the writings of Plek
hanov and Lukacs. There is of course many 
another socialist thinker who has written more or 
less extensively on literature. ,But these authors 
ar,e not classics, and these works do no't deserve 
the authority of classics, although despite their 
authors various, and sometimes very ~erious politi
cal failings, these theories do merit attention and 
not mechanical dismissal.. , 

(c) As well, there are full theories of literature 
in the non-proletarian, non-socialist philosophical 
tradiiicm in the West, .including, most notably, 
Aristotle's Poetics, HegePs ~esthetics! the aes
the tical works of -Kant and Diderot.. These works 
form an essential part of the classical heritage 
which the .historical culture of mankind has be
queathed to the proletariat and scientific socialism. 

, They m~st be studied and highly valued, but they 
must be critically assimilated to the dialectical and 
historical materialist outlook. 'In no sense. can 

. they be said to represent a Marxist-LenInist theory 
of literature., 

But in another sense, the aesthetics, or theories 
Qf literature, found in historical culture do estab
lish classical standards. In the sense, that is, 
that these works deal with a series of questions 
and issu~s which have become essential and fun
damental to the theory of literature as it is under
stood today. It is obligatory for serious thinkers 
and workers in this field either to address these 
essential and fundamental iSSues, or, to demonstrate 
how in reality these issues are not essential and 
fundamental for a scientific theory of literature. 
Included among these fundamental issues are the 
following: a co mprehensive (not exhaustive nor 
detailed, but a general and basic)' analysis of pre
vious literature and its relationship to other intel
lectual/ artistic endeav.ors in various historical 



periods; a general theory of aesthetics, which in-· 
cludes a discussion of the relationship between ar
tisticcr-eativity and aesthetic apprehension and en
joyment, on the. one hand, and the general 
categories of thought, cognition and ideology, on 
the other; a general discussion of how, within the 
given philosophical system, literature is' defined, 
set off fro m otlter ideological realms, functions in 
interac~ion with these realms and with soc~al life, 
etc. 

I will stop with just those three issues. I am 
confident that anyone acquainted with aesthetics 
and the theory of literature will confirm that these 
issues are indeed funda~ental and basic topics in 
the field, that any theory which merits the title 
"full theory of literature" must address these 
issues. But I ani prepared to be corrected. How
ever, for the moment, the question is do we find 
that the classic works of ' Marx, Engels and Lenin 
address these issues? In my view, they do not. 
Only in regards to the first issue, analysis of pre
vious literature, d9 Marx and Engels come -close 
to elaborating a full ·position. This is because 
Marx and Engels "worshipped' high' culture'" (to 
borrow the metaphor of my respected opponent) 
and time and again return to and co mmentee! upol1 
the historical literature that they loved and 
studied all their lives. These co mmeilts represent 
a most signi,ficant' indication of their views on 
historical literature. But" nevertheless, neither 
Marx nor Engels nor Lenin ever sets up to make a 
comprehensive' and basic statement of their views 
on this issue. Even less is this the case ~ as 
regards the other two issues. 

Marx and Engels time and again returned to the 
, relationship of the superstructure in general to the 
economic' base. They remarked in general about 
the distinctions, the differentiations which set off. 
various realms of the superstructure from one 
another. But they did not define the differentia 
speciflca of literature:, i. e., they never undertook 
a theoretical exposition of this Pllrticular realm of 
the superstructure, never defined what charac
terizes it, never defined 'what sets it off fro m the 
other realms, never in detail discussed its par
ticular relatIonship to the economic base of 
society or its ma:nner of interreacting with the 
other ideological realms, etc. Nor did Lenitl. ever 
take up and address these issues. 

Marx, Engels and Lenin did leave behind a 
theoretical treasury which provides 'the necessary 
framework for 'developing a theory of literature. 
The Marxist conception of history, the theory and 
method of dialectical and historical materialism, 
the great model of all' historical investigations" 
Marx' Capital: this provides a general framework 
in which a theory of literature can be worked out, 
but it is not a theory of literature itself. The. 
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remarks and comments frequently made by Marx' 
and Engels, less frequently by Lenin, abQut litera
ture, these .are valuable indications of what' their 
thinking about this particular realm was, but they 
do not add up to a theory of literature. 

But my respected opponent's view that there is 
a "full Marxist-Leninist theory of literature" is 
shared by others. For in~tance. B.Krylov who 
wrote the Preface to the 1978 Progress Publisher's 
collection, MarX and Engels On Uterature And 
Art, writes: 

"The founders of scientific co mmun
ism ... elaborate a fundamentally new 
system of aesthetica:I :?cience." 

I ,agree that the standpoint of Marx and Engels 
was "fu\ldamentally new", i.e. revolutionary; I dis
agree that they elaborate a "system of. aesthetiqal 
science". ' 

My view is also shared by others. For in
stance, Mikhail Lifshitz, a Soviet aestheticiat'l who 
was active and writing in the 1930's and .l40's 'in 
the Soviet Union, who writes: 

"Wha~eveli the views of the founders 
of Marxism concerning artistic creation, 
they could not deal with it as e.x:ten
sively as the philosophers of the 
"precediqg period had traditionally done 
... The revolutionary problem of.Marx 
and Engels consisted in finding a means 
of breaking away from purely ideological 
criticism of the social order, and in 
discovering the everyday causes of all 
manifestations of 'man's activities~' In 

• dealing with questions of art and' cul-
ture, the importance of Marxist theory 
would be imtltense even if nothing were' 

. known· about the aesthetic views ,of the 
founders of Marxism. Fortunately, 
however, 'this is not the case. In their 
works and correspondence ~here are 
many re marks and entire passages ex
pressing their ideas on various phases 
of art and culture. As aphorisms, tl1ey 
are profound and significant, but, like ,-' 
all aphorisins, they admit of somewhat 
arbi~rary interpretation. It is at this 
point that the work of the scholar be
gins. He_ must (!onnect these remarks 
witn the general development of Marx
ism. Marx's aesthetic views are in
tegrally bound up with his revolutionary 
world outlook. '. They have :nore thana 
mere liiographical significance, although 
for various reasons we possess only 
fragments of his thoughts on art." C'1;'he 
Philosophy of Art of Karl Marx, pp. 10- , 
11) 

I believe that Lifshitz i!l correct. His re.narks 

, 
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· reflect the 'conclusions of a scientific investigator 
and stucjent, as it was Lifshitz who, true to his 
wordj first performed the task ofculJing and 8.S-' , 
sembling all the remarks made ,by Marx and ,Engels 
on. litecatm:e. and art from their voluminous' writ
ings. (Subsequen~ Soviet editions of collectians of 

'these remarks, including Progress Publishers, are. 
all indebted to, indeed would not have been pos
sible without the wark of Lifshitz.) Of course, al-
thaugh Lifshitz' remarks deserve respect and enjoy 
the authority of a scientific investigator's views, 
they are not the last word on the subject. 

Indeed, my point is not to &l'gue that one 
position is ~arxist-Leninist and the other is anti
Marxist. That is the way I find my respected op
ponent 'proceeds at every turn, and hence, almost 
at every turn, distarts the genuine nature of other 
differences. I for ane refuse to strap on his 
blinders and follow mechanically in his tortured 
footsteps. My point is rather that here we have 
two different assessments: one view declares that 
in the classics there is a !"full theory of litera
ture", the other view maintains that there is no 
"full theory" although there are invaluable frag
ments and statements indicating the views and 
standpoints of Marx, Engels and Lenin.' The issue, 
t,hen, is one of carrectness or incorrectness, truth' 
or falsity, right or wrong -- it is n6t an issue af 

· loyalty or apostasy as, say, the issue of uphalding 
the histarical necessity for the dictatorship of the 
pr9letariat is. The question, therefore, can only 
be settled in the manner of all scientific questians: 

· by investigation and thought, by reading the 
remarks of Marx, Engels and Lenin on literature; 
by reading literature, by reading the remarks of 
other thinkers on literature. It cannot be settled 
in the man~er of religious disputes, by.a statement 
of the principles one lives by, the beliefs one sub
scribes to.' My respected opponent clearly thinks 
differently, as he writes in the Nov. 87 Workers' 
Advocate Supplement (p. 17, col. 2) . 

"Few comrades have had the chance 
to study the. full Marxist-Leninis-t theory 
on literature. But l,believe that what is 
at stake in the literary debate are the 
fundamental issues of Marxist theory, 
issues which comrades live by ••• 

"And I believe that it is these basic 
vi~ws, and not just some specific'ally 
literary issues, which are what bother 
the authors of the draft letter." 

My opponent wants to shift the question under 
discussian from the issue of the theory of litera
ture to the issue of the general theory of Marx
ism-Leninism. He also wants to shift 'the criteria 
for :;;ettling the, question from those of sclence (it 
does ,not matter, he tells us, that few have read 
the remarks of Marx, Engels, and Lenin on litera-

ture, oh 'no, that is, irrelevant!!!) to tIiose of 
morality 'and party affiliation, (what matters is 
that some "live by" Marxist theory, i.e. they are 
members of the Marxist-Leninist Party I take it, 
whereas others "thr9w it aside as irrelevant", 1. e. 
they have"resigned from the party). 

Perhaps now I have' hit upon the secret ex
planation for the fact that the :tight ideas could 
be distinguished fro m. the wrong ideas even before 

, this debate began •. It seems that holding a ment
bership card guarantees privUeged access to the 
former, w~ereas turning the card in condemns one 
to uphold the latter. And this is the last word in 
materiaHst science! 

(2) So far, my remarks have been li~ted to 
arguing a negative' point: there is no full thec;>ry 
of literature to be found in the works of Marx, 
Engels and Lenin. That,view seems little mo're, to 
my mind, than a convenient fiction which allows 
those who maintain it to fob off their own views, 
often enough ill-informed and vulgar, as a' classic 
of M -arxism-Leninism. 

What,' then, ,do we possess fro m the classics? I 
pos~d this question at the outset for my opponent, 
and I meant it seriously,not rhetorically. My own 
view is that we possess the following works which 
are the most iinpor1;ant and pertinent for working 
out a theory of literature: 

a. There are works Qf a more general nature 
which speak to the basic historical materialist ap
proach to ideology arid culture: 

1. Marx's Contribution to a Critique of .Po
Htical Economy; 

, 2. Engel's Ludwig Feuerbach; 
3. Engel's letters to various persons in the 

llitte '80s and '90s o'f the last century~ such as his 
. famous letter to Bloch of Sept. 21-2,' 1980, his 
letter to Mehring of, July 14; 1893, and other let

. ters in which he opposed Paul Barth's views espe
cially and warned against mechanical appUcations 
of the materialist method in general; 

4. Lenin's Tasks af the Youth Leagues. 
In addition, special mention must be made of 

the works of Marx and Engels in the '40s: The 
Holy Family, German Ideology and the Economic 
8Ild Phllosopbic81 Manuscripts: 

b. There are specific letters and comments on 
li~erature which are especially important. Most 
pto minent among these, in my view, are the fol
low-ing:, Marx's 'comments on Goethe; Marx's 
famous comments on Greek art from the Contriblr' 
tion; Marx' and Engels.', letters t~ Lasalle on his 
play; 'Engels' letters to Minna Kautsky' and M. 
Harkness, which mcludes his assessment of Balzac; 
.Lenin's articles on Tolstoy. 

How, then, should we utilize this material? I 
believe that any serious investigator in the field of 
Jiterature, or any writeX- or serious ,reader, must 



try to assimilate the stand of Marx, Engels, and 
Lenin as best he can. More generally, he. should 
study the works of other socialists (again, using 
the category loosely) who have written about 
literature, such as Lukacs and Brecht. (As regards 
the latter two authors, if our would-be student of 
literature n-equents ~arxist-Leninist Party circleS, 
he should either hide the fact that. he/she reads 
these proscribed authors or brace himself for the 
inevitable copsequences.) . 

In doing tHis, the investigator must in the first 
place try to adopt the stand and method of Marx- . 
ism. In tHe second place, he should weigh for 
himself each specific judgement: he should neither 
treat specific judgements and assessments as t1"!e 
last word of "science" (since science- insists on· 
never allowing anything to remain the "last word", 
this inevitably leads to converting such assessments 
into articles o.f faith) nor should he casually dis
miss them. Curiously, I find that my respected 
opponent does both. Since concrete examples are 
al ways helpful, I will discuss my respected op
ponent's failings in _ this regard in order to better 
illustrate the dangers which I feel should. be 
guarded against. 

In the August 87 Workers' Advocate Supple
ment, my opponent speaks as if the "matel'ialist 
assessment of Tolstoy" [page 8, col. 21 -- meaning 
Lenin's articles, I presum,? -- was a cut .and dried 
proposition long ago decided and 'stored away on 
th.e great shelf of Truth, to be referred to from 
time to time (apparently, mainly when so meone 
strains [strays?] from the true way) but certainly 
not subject to further discus.sion and develop'ment. 
For ~y part, i have always felt and still fee~ that. 
Lenin's articles are a correct assessment of the 
political role and stand of Tolstoy, but I have 
never believed that it was impermissible to take 
exception to this political assessment, and that 
doing so was sufficient to convict one of revis~on
ism. What is more to the point, however, is that 
I. have never taken Lenin's articles as an assess
ment of Tolstoy's literary achievement. In my 
opinion, it is because the Central Committee mem
ber mistakes'a political assessment for a literary 
one· that he comes to the conclusIon that Tolstoy's 
work is. of interest only because it can be read as 
a sort'of sociological treatise on 19th century Rus
sia.. True, that is part of what gives it its inter
est; the other part is its literary and artistic 
merit. And on that point both Lenin and the 
Central Committee member were silent. (But there 
are still important differences betw.een them: 1. 
Lenin never pretended that his views were the 
"last word" on Tolstoy; ant;l 2. Lenin was well ac
quainted with Tolstoy, having read his work over 
the 'Years, and thus possessed the necessary pre-

\ requisite of expressing an informed -- and 
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materialist -- assessment of his writings.) 
On the. other hal;ld, in the Nov. 87 Workers' 

Advocate Supplement, the respected Central Corn
mittee member merely brushes aside Engels' assess
ment of Balzac. [This is presumably referring not 
to the Nov. 87 issue of the Supplement but to the 
passage "In What Did Balzac's Realism Consist?" in 
Part IT of the Reply to the Draft Letter in the 
Jan. 25, 1988 Supplement, pp. 10-11.1 Why? Why 
does the Oentral Committee me:nber, who' insists 
there is a "tull" Marxist-Leninist theory of litera
ture, who insists that he upholds, the "classical'" 
positions, why' does he not tell us about Engels' 
"materialist assessment"ot Balzac? Is it because 
Engels' remarks that 

"The, more the opinions of the author 
remain hidden, the better for the work 
of art"? 

Is it because Engels' remarks that 
"The realism I.allude to :nay crop out 
even in spite- or the author's opinions." 

Is it because' Engels concludes: 
"That Balzac was thus compelled to go 
against his own class sympathies and 
political prejudices, that he saw: the 
11ecessity of the downfall of his favorite 

. nobles; and' described' them as people 
deserving no better fate; and that he 
saw the real men of the future, where, 
for the time being, they alone were to 
be found--that I consider one of the 
greatest triumphs of Realism, and one of 
the grandest features in old Balzac." 

Given the Central Committee member's view that 
all literature merely cOllsists in authors·nouthing 
off their political and ideological opinions-
dressed out in suitable' "imagery'Y, to be sure--no 
doubt Engels' statem~nts ~nake him a touch uneasy. 
(Given that my respected opponent is trying to 
whip up a campaign to drum me out of the revolu
tio.nary move~ent merely because I agree with En
gels' views and disagree with his, rio doubt he is a 
little reticent to refer· to Engels' "materialist as
sessment".) If i .may offer some advice: don',t try 

. to sweep t)1e difference under the rug: 0 wn up to 
it, and then do sd me work, so me reading and 
thinking to try to sort it out. I .lor one would 
never mistake this process, which I call reasoning, 

. for reVisionism; nor would I ever mistake the 
respected Central Committee me:nber for a revi-
sionlst~ ,: 

For my part, I agree with the basie stands of 
Marx, Engels, and Lenin io ward literary 
pheno mena. or course, this means that I co rn
pletely concur with the classic position that 
literature is both a class and an ideological 

'phenomena. I have al ways maintained thL;; view. 
As proof of it, I offer· the Draft Letter. (Please· 
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take care, h9wever, to distinguish between the' 
actual Draft Letter/and my respected opponent's 
commentary upon it, which succeecj.s in "discover
irig" every conceivable anti-Marxist,position in it.) 
There, hi general form, it is rep~atedly stated that 
Ii terature ,is both a class and an ideological 
phe~omena. There, by way of 'concrete example, a 
literary phenomena -- romanticism -- is analyzed 
briefiy: an analysis which" although brief, at 
every turn refers to the class and ideological na
ture of this literary phenomenon. The Draft Let
ter was' not arguing against ideology and class a
nalysis~ The Draft'Letter was arguing against a 
crude and mechanical appli(cation of methods of 
ideological and class analysis to literature. The 
Draft ,Letter was arguing not for abandoning class 
and ideological' analysis, but for taking up literary 

I 

analysis. What the Draft Letter rejected, and what 
I still reject, is that literature can be analyzed as 
if it: were ,merely a political and ideological 
phenomena and primarily a political and ideological 
phenomena,as if it were merely a component of 
the ideological and political struggle in the way 
that a piece of agitation or pr9paganda is. What 
this "forgets" is the existence of literature as 
literature, as a specific arid distinct .social activity. 
Although Marx, Engels and Lenin never defined 
what precisely specifi~d literature, th~ir basic 
works never assume that it is anything but sui 
gen,eris, In this respect, I remain convinced that 
the Draft Letter does not. contradict the position 
of the classics. 

How then can it be explained that a Central 
Co mmittee member of the Marxist-Leninist Party 
and the editor of the Workers' Advocate Supple
ment repeatedly assert, and have now come to 
regard as an incontrovertible and long-established 
fact, that the authors of the Draft Letter reject 
these basic Marxist stands? Well, really, they are 
going to l;lave to answer that question if it is ever 
going to be answered. But somehow, I suspect 
that they are riot going to be,very forthcoming in 
this regard. Therefore, although, I am fully con
scious that I risk incl,lrring the wrath of the 
righteous, I shaIl offer the following three possible 
explanations which I have come to entertain. They 
are not mutually exclusive, nor do they preclude 
other possibililies. And, I hasten to add, they are 
not carved in stone. 

a. The Central Committee member and Workers', 
Advocat~ Supplement editor have consciously 
stooped to the level 'of utilizing the "big lie" tech
nique. That is, they first reduce their opponent's 
arguments to a simplistic and obviously erroneous 
Ilbsurdity (reductio ad absurdum). Then, they take 

,this absurd and obviously erroneous distortion~ and 
. they (repeat it, over and over and over and. over 
and over again. This repetition is calculated to 

induce the belief that their opponents in fact did 
a,ctually maintain the ridiculous and obviously er
roneous position. (For those who are unprepared 
to entertain this possibility, because it is 'near in
conceivable that someone occupying the position of 
authority and respect which a Central Committe,e 
member of the Party and the editor of the Work

,ers' Advocate Supplement occupy could stoop so 
low, in the first place, allow me to express my 
sympathy: I to,a originally had great difficulty in 
entertaining such a possibility. But I learnt other
wise, as I read some umpteen times these same 
respected figures repeat the gross canard that the 
authors of the Draft Letter capitulate before ·~he 
promotion of the fascist literary figure Ezra Pound. 
If the Central Committee membe!" and the Workers' 
Advocate Supplement editor di<;l not hold their 
hand~ back fr.o m this shameless and' disgus ting 
slander df people who have spent their adult lives 
in the ranks of the revolutionary movement, if 
they stoop time and time again- into the gutter to' 
pick up this filth and hu,rl it at others, why not 
pick up the "big lie" while they are down there? 
After all, when you are throwing shit, what real 
difference does one turd more or less make?) 

b. The Central Committee member and the 
Workers' Advocate Supplement ',editor h~ve 'dif
ficulty with the concept of standing upon and 

. utilizing the princ~ples, of Marxism-Leninism to 
'advance knowledge and arrive at new conclusions 
in various realms. They do. not understand that 
this is entirel;Y different frO'tl1 abandoning these 
principles. Instead, they perhaps believe that 
thinking anything not alre{ldy thought in the clas
sics ~s non-Marxist or even anti-Marxist. But 
Marx and Engels and Lenin knew well that there 
was more to heaven and earth than was 'dreamt of 
in their philosophy. It I is an egregious error to 
counter-pose. upholding principles to developing 
one's own thinking and views based on principles. 
In particular, the Central Committee member and 
the Workers' Advocate Supplement editor appear to 
think that an analysis which makes distinctions 
other than class distinctions is an abaridonment of 
class analysis. . 

c. The Central Committee member and the 
Workers" Advocate' Supplement editor make the 
egregious e1'·ror of mistaking unity' on principle 
with conformity of all opinion to the views held by 
authoritative figures in the Party. But Leninist 

. principles, so far as I understand 'them, do not 
, insist that all members 8.Q.d supporters of the polit-

ical party !of the proletariat must agree' with all 
the opinions of the party leadership. Foal' fro m it. 
And yet my respected opponents go so far as to 
create \ the impression, in '1ly rnind at any rat~, 

~ that they believe that anyone who disagrees with 
'l'them -- and Tim, Hall as well, it see;ms-- is ipso 
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. facto in anti- Marxist positions. 
-rn One final point needs to be appended to 
this discussion of the Marxist-Leninist theory of 
literature. Marxism-Leninism is a materialist 
philosophy and for materialism the first prerequi
site for any serious thinking and discussion about 
literature, for any serious theoretical work, on this 
-- or any other -- front, is the accumulation of a 
wealth of concrete knowledge. Without direct.ac
quaintance with the subject matter discussed by 
the classics of Marxism-Leninism, knowledge of the 
theoretic al conclusions ,of M arxis m-Leninism 
remains superficial. To know. and understand the 
theoretical propositions and views of Marx, Engels 
and, Lenin on literature, it is not enough to know 
the classics of Marxism-Leninism, one must also 
know literature. T6 earn the right to speak 
authoritatively !,!-S a ma~e'rialist should speak about 
literature, one must know literature. This demand 
does. not reflect scholasticism, nor expertism -
although I imagine some wish to find comfort in 

, ,that belief. On no, this de mand is made by 
materialism, by the founder of scientific'socialism, 
and by the model for all materialist investigations 
which he left behind. 

Is it coincidenoe that rq.y respected opponent 
and, the editor of Struggle, Tim Hall, on the orie 
hand proclaim: 

"We have the whole scene covered be
cause we are pure and red, the true 
Marxist-Leninists. Anything that those 
'experts' say, anything, that thos~ 'wor-' 
shippers' of high culture pr.each, any
thing. that those' dastardly 'professors' 
profess is just so much yapping against 
M arxis m, barking against proletarian 
writers ("Thou shalt not wtite the word 
'imperi,alism"'--why it is on the lips of 
every bourgeois professor--whlcn is to
say, of every professor!), grow~ng at 
revolutionary literature." .[We do not 
give any page reference because this is 
not actually a, quotation from anyone 
-- Supplement] 

--while on the other hand, these same individuals 
rev.eal at every turn not only an appalling ig
norance of the history of literature (Tim Hall still 

'. 
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thinks the "Beats" are a ,hot item!) or of contem
porary literary tneory(the Central Committee. 
member talks glibly about "current fashions", but 
reveals absolutely no concrete, tactual knowledge),. 
but also an incredible insensitivity to the concrete, 
features ot literature (after all, only the sociologi
cal makes Tolstoy "interestlng" ,for' the 
materialist) and an utter contempt and moralistic 
disdain for all but officially-sanctioned productions 
("prissy verses of lords and ladies" indeed)? I do 
not think this is a coincidence. Or if it is, it Is 
an awfully convenient one, for tt relieves these 
"authorities", these "materialists" of the respon
sibility to do any concreteworl<, either in studying 
literature or in studying literary-theory.' ,One 
merely declares one's Marxist-Leninist purity and 
denounces "all that bourgeois intellectualstu!f" and 
"Puff!lI-- a ll 'need to work vanisnes in aclou'd of 
red smoke which quickly disSipates to reveal-
"Presto, magico!"--a "full" Marxist-Leninist th~ory . 
of literature. 

In my opiniOn, no class, no political trend, no 
party is autolnatically, by virtue of some creden
tials, immi.me from the dangers of windbllggel"Y. 
And there is only one antidote· for the condition 
that I know. The windbQ.g must be told:. Put! up· . 
your bag of wind very big, paint it red, stamp em 
it "full Marxist-Leninist theory",thump it loud and 
long--it stiU' remains a big bag surrounding a lot· 
of hot air. And from the standpoint of mat'erial
ism' and science, worth less than a single, humble 
conclusion that Ii student in the tield has won by 
dint of honest efforts. 

, , 

The next part of my letter shall discuss my 
views on the hist()ry of the "Maridst-Leninist Une" . 
for proletarian literature. Subsequei'lt installments 
shall pursue the detailed discussion of the specitic 
theoretical questions concernlrig literature per.s'e, 
including the folIo wing: 

1. attitude to historical cUlture , 
.2. the distinction between imaginative litera-

ture and publicism . ' . 
3. the distinction between partisan· political 

litel"ature and literature as Ii whole 
4. consciousl'less and ideology. 

stnceC'ely, 
Discontented<> .' 

'. 
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